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A standalone remote area microgrid may frequently experience overloading due to 
lack of sufficient power generation or excessive renewable-based generation that can 
cause unacceptable voltage and frequency deviation. This can lead the microgrid to 
operate with less resiliency and reliability. Such problems are conventionally 
alleviated by load-shedding or renewable curtailment. Alternatively, autonomously 
operating microgrids in a geographical area can be provisionally connected to each 
other to facilitate power exchange for addressing the problems of overloading or 
overgeneration. The power exchange link among the microgrids can be of different 
types such as a three-phase ac, a single-phase ac, or a dc-link. Power electronic 
converters are required to interconnect such power exchange networks to the three-
phase ac microgrids and control the power-sharing amongst them. Such arrangement 
is also essential to interconnect microgrid clusters to each other with proper isolation 
while maintaining autonomy if they are operating in different standards. In this thesis, 
the topologies, and structures of various forms of power exchange links are 
investigated and appropriate operation and control frameworks are established under 
which power exchange can take place properly. A decentralised control mechanism is 
employed to facilitate power-sharing without any data communication. The dynamic 
performance of the control mechanism for all the topologies is illustrated through 
simulation studies in PSIM® while the stability and robustness of the operation are 
evaluated using numerical studies in MATLAB®. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
This chapter provides the background and motivation of the conducted research in this 
thesis. The key research objectives and contributions of the thesis are highlighted and 
summarised. Finally, the organisation of the thesis, concerning each following chapter, 
has been introduced. 
1.1. Background 
A microgrid is usually referred to as a small-scale interconnected network of multiple 
Distributed Generators (DG) that are predominantly renewable energy source-based 
and power electronic converter-interfaced, distributed loads, and energy storage [1-3]. 
Such a system can operate under a centralised, semi-centralised, or decentralised 
control scheme [2, 4-6], that may have two modes of grid-connected and autonomous 
(islanded). Where a utility grid is not feasible or unavailable due to cost and economic 
constraint, e.g., the edge-of-grid or remote/regional areas, the microgrids can operate 
under a decentralised control scheme and permanently autonomous, to minimise the 
cost by saving the requirement of communication technologies and thus facilitating to 
integrate a large number of renewable sources [4-7]. One or some DGs in such a 
scheme usually operates based on droop control to realise the desired power-sharing 
amongst them while also regulating the desired frequency and voltage [8-13]. Thus, 
the active and reactive powers are regulated at the output of each DG operating in 
droop control, and the microgrid’s voltage and frequency are regulated within the 
acceptable limits and thus, the system’s stability will be maintained [14-18].  
To electrifying remote and regional areas, autonomous microgrids are a cost-effective 
solution and preferred over commissioning long transmission and distribution lines. 
Hence, microgrids operating permanently in the autonomous mode can be 
commissioned for such areas [19-24]. However, seasonal variation, intermittency, and 
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unpredictability in renewable sources and fuel transportation cost impose further 
challenges for the operation of autonomous microgrids, and hence the microgrid 
operators are more interested in employing renewable energy resources in places 
where wind or solar-based resources are plentiful and thus, reducing the dependency 
of the network on diesel or gas [25-30]. Consequently, for remote locations like this, 
microgrid projects are gaining attention and popularity [4, 22, 31-34]. Such microgrid 
projects can significantly reduce the levelised cost of energy as demonstrated in several 
studies [4-8]. Therefore, standalone autonomous microgrids are getting prioritised and 
preferred for the electrification of remote off-grid towns. Power Electronic converter 
interfaced renewable energy sources along with diesel/gas-driven synchronous 
generators mostly dominate such microgrids’ power supply [13-15, 20, 31-34].  
1.2. Motivation 
Microgrids can always experience over-generation and overloading despite the design 
considerations due to the high intermittency and uncertainty of the renewable energy 
sources [10, 32, 35-39]. Overloading is defined as a temporary shortage in the 
microgrid’s generation capability against its total load demand. Load-shedding is the 
simplest mechanism to alleviate the problem in such a scenario and return the 
frequency and voltage to the acceptable limits [40-41]. Conversely, over-generation is 
referred to as a state when the microgrid experiences excess power production through 
its non-dispatchable DGs [35-36, 42-45]. An easy solution in such a condition is to 
curtailing renewable energy source-based distributed generators. Though, both 
solutions are uneconomic, undesirable and reduces the resiliency and reliability of the 
microgrid. If not alleviated, such overloading or overgeneration scenario can cause 
unacceptable frequency and voltage deviation from its desired limits and eventually 
lead to system instability [46-47].  
Careful planning and considerations are required for such autonomous microgrids to 
account for the seasonal dependency, unpredictability, and intermittency associated 
with renewable energy sources [4-7]. Risk-based planning can decrease the probability 
of facing power shortage in the system; however, such system planning will result in  




























































Figure 1.2 Topologies for Interlinking Converters used for power exchange links 
a further increase in the projects’ initial capital costs by either overdesigning and 
oversizing the distributed generators or installation of large-scale energy storage 
systems [4-6, 43-44, 48]. The problems of over-generation or overloading can be 
effectively alleviated using oversized energy storage systems, but it will increase the 
installation and operational costs of the microgrids [44-48]. Regardless of its cost, 
floating Battery Energy Storage (BES) units are used conventionally and are 
considered the most practical approach to support microgrids [49]. Such battery units, 
controller through power electronics-based converters, can play an essential role 
during peak demand, power deficiency, or overloading as they can respond faster than 
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micro-turbines and diesel generators. Nonetheless, using large BES units to alleviate 
the problem of overloading or overgeneration, is cost-ineffective as overloading or 
peak power demand or overgeneration through renewable sources are either temporary 
or intermittent, causing oversizing and overdesign of both BES unit and its converter 
[31-32, 44-49]. 
A third operation mode can be assumed to address these problems in which the 
neighbouring autonomous microgrids interconnect temporarily to exchange power 
with one another in such situations [50-53]. The purpose of such an interconnection is 
that the microgrids support each other to retain the voltage and frequency within the 
acceptable limits and thus, system stability will be maintained. Such a provisional 
interconnection of neighbouring microgrids to form a cluster that can facilitate power 
exchange amongst them also enhances and improves system reliability and resiliency 
[35-36, 49, 54-57]. A generic arrangement of forming such a structure and the three 
possible interlinking topologies are shown in Figure 1.1 and 1.2 respectively.  
Properly coordinating and efficiently managing the power transaction from one 
microgrid to another through the Voltage Source Converters (VSC) and lines, is the 
key operational challenge that requires to be addressed. This thesis has focused on 
developing an appropriate power transaction management strategy among the 
microgrid clusters along with the proper structure and control techniques for the power 
electronic converters. The main objective is to control the power flow from a microgrid 
with sufficient generation to a neighbouring microgrid when it experiences power 
deficiency and hence, considerable frequency and/or voltage drop. In this regard, the 
VSC does not require to continuously exchange power but would only do so when a 
microgrid needs support. Similarly, if a renewable source-dominated microgrid 
suddenly experiences excessive generation, and thereby, leads to unacceptable voltage 
or frequency rise, a neighbouring microgrid can absorb this surplus power. In this 
thesis, an appropriate energy transaction management scheme is discussed with three 
different structures for Coupled Microgrid (CMG) formation and control principle for 
the converters to realise such operations. The exchange of power through an 
interconnected system of microgrid networks or cluster requires a suitable protocol 
and electrical framework along with a definite power exchange strategy. 
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1.3. Research Objectives 
The main research objective is to develop suitable operational and control techniques 
for exchanging power amongst coupled microgrids because of the uncertainties of 
renewable energy resources and the loads. Various structures and thus control 
techniques have been proposed and developed to facilitate a smooth operation for the 
microgrid cluster irrespective of any unknown and sudden changes in these uncertain 
quantities. The major points can be summarised as 
• Develop a technique to couple neighbouring microgrids via three different power 
electronics converter-based topologies. 
• Develop a decentralised and scalable control mechanism to exchange power 
amongst any number of microgrids with different voltage, frequency, and 
operational standards using only local frequency measurement couple. 
• Develop a mechanism to realise the desired power-sharing amongst the 
microgrids when exchanging power. 
• Develop a mechanism to coordinate power-sharing among local BES and the 
interconnected microgrid network 
1.4. Outline of Research Contributions 
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarised as: 
• Proposing three structures for the power exchange in the form of  
o a three-phase line connected to each microgrid via a three-phase back-to-
back power electronics converter. 
o a single-phase line connected to each microgrid via a three-phase/single-
phase back-to-back power electronics converter. 
o a dc line connected to each microgrid via a three-phase power electronics 
converter. 
• Developing the suitable decentralised control techniques for each of the power 
electronics converters to distinguish the need and amount of the required power 
exchange, 
• Developing a technique to coordinate the internal and external power exchange 
support amongst a local BES within a microgrid and the other neighbouring 




• Validating the robustness of the proposed power exchange topologies and 
control techniques through stability and sensitivity analysis. 
1.5. Organisation of the Thesis 
The remainder of the thesis is organised as follows: 
Chapter 2 surveys the relevant literature and critically analyses them to demonstrate 
the research problems and possible solutions. Chapter 3 introduces suitable topologies 
and presents the developed decentralised control mechanisms to realise power 
exchange amongst the interconnected neighbouring microgrids. Chapter 4 presents 
sample time-domain analysis results using the PSIM® simulation tool to demonstrate 
and validate the proposed power exchange mechanism for all introduced topologies. 
Chapter 5 discusses the stability of the proposed controllers while Chapter 6 
evaluates the sensitivity and robustness of the proposals. Finally, Chapter 7 highlights 
the key research findings and summarises the significant contributions of the thesis. 
This chapter also proposes probable future directions in this research field. 
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Chapter 2 Literature review 
In this chapter, the operation and control principles of the interconnected microgrids 
have been discussed and reviewed, and the different techniques suggested and 
employed in the literature are surveyed. The chapter has first discussed the problems 
associated with autonomous remote area microgrids and hence the coupling of such 
neighbouring microgrids are proposed as a solution. Then, existing works on the 
control and coupling of such microgrids as well as their architecture and stability, are 
critically reviewed. This chapter also identifies the research gaps and suggests possible 
techniques to address those research problems. 
2.1. Operation of an Autonomous Microgrid  
In the autonomous or islanded mode, microgrids are usually operated under droop 
control to realise the desired power-sharing amongst the Distributed Energy Resources 
(DER) while the voltage and frequency are regulated. by one or more of the DERs. 
Thus, the active and reactive power must be continuously controlled at the output of 
each droop-controlled DER to regulate the MG’s frequency and voltage within the 
desired (acceptable) limits to ensure system stability [4-5].  
Let us consider a network of Figure 1.1 where N autonomous microgrids, each 
consisting of several DERs, distributed generators, loads, and one interlinking 
converter coupled to a power exchange link. The interlinking converter can be any one 
of the three topologies shown in Figure 1.2. The DERs are connected to the microgrid 
through VSCs which are controlled in different operating modes to regulate the power 
and frequency of each microgrid. The DERs are assumed to be operating in the 𝑃 − 𝑓 
and 𝑄 − 𝑉 droop control mode, where the voltage and frequency at the output of each 
DER is determined from [8-10] 
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𝑓MG = 𝑓max − 𝑚𝑖𝑃𝑖 (2.1) 
𝑉 = 𝑉rated − 𝑛𝑖𝑄𝑖 (2.2) 
where 𝑚𝑖 and 𝑛𝑖 are the droop coefficients of the i









max  (2.4) 
where subscript max, min, and rated represent the maximum, minimum, and rated limits 
for frequency and voltage of the microgrids while 𝑃𝑖  and 𝑄𝑖 are active and reactive 
powers injected by each DER to the microgrid. All DERs within a microgrid are 
assumed to have the same ∆𝑓 = 𝑓max − 𝑓min and ∆𝑉 = 𝑉max − 𝑉min; 𝑉rated is the rated 
voltage of the DER’s point of common coupling, i.e., one per unit. However, these 
parameters can be different in each neighbouring microgrid. Each DER is provided 
with its own local energy storage and thus it can be assumed as a dispatchable DER. 
The structure and operation of the DERs are discussed in [11, 16, 54]. Lastly, each 
microgrid is connected to a common power exchange link via its interlinking converter 
to exchange power with the other microgrids in the event of power deficiency or over-
generation. Each microgrid can operate independently at any predefined frequency and 
voltage level without affecting the operation of other neighbouring microgrids. 
A microgrid central controller (MGCC) is employed for a higher level control 
approach to supervise and monitor the entire microgrid and respond to the voltage and 
frequency deviations, which has slower dynamics compared to the local controller [14-
15]. Ref [16] proposes an analytical approach to determine the set-points for the droop 
parameters of the DERs to maintain the voltage and frequency of the microgrid, within 
acceptable limits. Another scheme is proposed in [17-20], in which the droop 
coefficients of the DERs are optimised by MGCC, based on load demand, to minimise 
the fuel cost and the power loss of the microgrid. On the other hand, the charging and 
discharging of the BESs [21-23], load-shedding [40-41], demand response [25-27], 
and curtailment of renewable sources [28-32] have also been suggested, to alleviate 
the voltage and frequency problem in the microgrids. Finally, [33-36] have proposed 
the concept of provisional coupling of neighbouring microgrid(s) or a utility feeder, if 
available to address the voltage and frequency problems. 
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2.2. Overloading and Excessive Generation in Microgrids 
The trend of an islanded microgrid in remote localities or the regional edge-of-the-grid 
network is gaining popularity due to its economical aspects and advantages. Several 
studies have shown that employing autonomous microgrids is a feasible solution for 
the electrification of remote areas as it can significantly reduce the levelised cost of 
power generation [4-8, 37-38]. microgrids are cost-effective solutions than lengthy 
transmission and distribution lines when it comes to the electrification of remote and 
regional areas. Hence, a microgrid operating permanently in the autonomous mode can 
be considered for such areas. Such microgrids will be mostly dominated by renewable 
energy sources along with some diesel/gas-driven synchronous generators. High on-
going fuel cost and its transportation impose further challenges for the operation of 
such MGs. At the same time, due to high intermittency and variability issues associated 
with renewable energy sources, phenomena such as overloading and over-generation 
can be seen in such microgrids, regardless of the considerations at the design stage 
[38-44]. Overloading refers to the provisional deficiency in the microgrid’s generation 
capability compared to its total demand, following which, load-shedding is the most 
common and simple mechanism to alleviate the problem and return the voltage and 
frequency to the acceptable limits. On the other hand, over-generation refers to the 
situation in which the microgrid experiences high generation and an excess of power 
through one or more of its non-dispatchable DERs [38-41]. Curtailing such renewable 
energy resources is a solution to such conditions. However, both load-shedding and 
curtailing renewable sources are uneconomical and undesirable which reduces the 
reliability and resiliency of the system [42-44]. Proper risk-based planning can help to 
prevent such scenarios by overdesigning and oversizing the DGs and/or using large-
scale energy storage systems to effectively mitigate the overloading and over-
generation problems and the corresponding voltage and frequency issues. However, 
this will incur large installation and operational costs [3-4, 45-48]. Hence, the third 
mode of operation has been proposed for microgrids in [35-36, 49-55] in which the 
neighbouring microgrids can temporarily interconnect with each other during such 
situations to support each other and to retain the frequency and voltage within the 
desired limits and ensure the system stability. Note that, this interconnection is not to 
a grid but to another neighbouring MG, which is also operating autonomously. This 
system of interconnected autonomous microgrids is referred to as coupled microgrids 
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(CMGs) in the remainder of this paper. Connecting a microgrid to its neighbouring 
microgrids through a physical link is an effective operational strategy during power 
deficiency or surplus [51-53]. Thus, the provision of forming CMGs improves and 
enhances system reliability [22-24, 54-55]. 
2.3. Coupling of Autonomous Microgrids 
In the future, it is expected that a remote locality will consist of several neighbouring 
microgrids within a geographical area. Under the above assumptions, the overloading 
or over-generation management strategy can be realised by properly interconnecting 
two or more of those neighbouring microgrids. a suitable power deficiency or surplus 
mitigation strategy can be instigated by suitably coupling two or more of those 
microgrids [34-35, 49-55]. The CMG model and its operation based on the availability 
of communication infrastructure and the concept of the power market is discussed in 
ref [50, 56-57]. According to this concept, a common power exchange link (i.e., 
distribution lines) that enables a physical connection among the microgrids will be 
introduced to interconnect the neighbouring microgrids. Such an interconnecting link 
can be in either form of ac or dc [49, 55, 61-64]. A direct ac-ac connection between a 
microgrid and the power exchange line can be easily realised through a conventional 
circuit breaker or an interconnecting static switch which is very economical to a large 
extent [60]. However, the structure and control mechanism of each microgrid can be 
different from its neighbouring microgrids and such a direct ac-ac connection will 
reduce the autonomy of their operations. In order to add proper isolation amongst the 
microgrids to retain the autonomy in their operation, the power electronic converter-
based interlinking structure [65-66] will enable every microgrid to function 
independently and autonomously, as well as facilitate power exchange with the 
neighbouring microgrids [36, 60-62]. Power-sharing between two islanded microgrids 
during mutual contingency is studied in [54, 59], whereas an autonomous control 
approach to sharing power with neighbouring microgrids through a back-to-back 
converter in the presence of a utility grid is proposed in [36, 61]. Neighbouring 
microgrids can also interconnect to support each other during the occurrence of fault 
leading to the outage of a section [67] or during normal conditions to minimise the 
levelised cost of electricity [68]. If one of the microgrids temporarily observes a high-
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power generation by one of its DERs, the other neighbouring microgrid(s) can get 
interconnected to one another to import power and thus offers electricity at a lower 
price. A transformative architecture is proposed for coupling the nearby microgrids is 
to improve the system resiliency during faults [69]. Ref [70-71] analyses the reliability 
aspects of a CMG, while the voltage and current controllability in CMGs is analysed 
in [72]. The dynamic operation of DERs within CMGs is investigated in [73] whereas 
[74] examines the dynamic security of the CMGs. Several structures to form such 
CMG, as well as its control mechanism are proposed in literature. 
2.4. Structure and Control of Coupled Microgrids 
Detailed analysis of different topologies and architectures of forming CMGs is shown 
in [56-57, 75]. Optimal control of a utility grid-connected CMG is studied in [36, 66], 
while an interactive control method to share the load in a CMG ensuring a wide range 
of system stability is shown in [76-82]. An optimization-based technique is developed 
in [83-85] to ensure optimal power exchange between the microgrids. A decision-
making-based approach is proposed to determine the most suitable microgrid(s) to 
connect with an overloaded microgrid, based on different criteria such as available 
surplus power, electricity cost, reliability and the distance of the neighbouring 
microgrids as well as the voltage/frequency deviation in the CMG [86-88]. The 
ultimate objective is that a microgrid can be coupled to any other microgrid (and not 
necessarily an adjacent microgrid) if a general link is available to act as a power 
exchange highway [55-56, 75, 89]. Figure 2.1 shows some of the possible 
interconnection topologies of CMGs where the dashed lines mark the boundary of the 
microgrids and solid lines represent the interconnecting links amongst them. Back-to-
back power electronic converter-based interface has been proposed in [35, 54, 90-91] 
that can be used between each microgrid and the interconnecting three-phase ac line 
to ensure autonomy in its operation. Such a scheme is comparatively expensive as two 
voltage source converters (VSCs) are employed for every microgrid. However, the 
main objective of such a connection is to provide isolation between the microgrids and 
thus, microgrids with different operational regulations can exchange power while 
being isolated through the dc-links within the back-to-back converters [35, 91]. 
Furthermore, such an interconnecting link can also be realised through a single-phase  
















Figure 2.1 Possible topologies for the formation of coupled microgrid network  
ac power line instead of a three-phase ac power line [91] to reduce the cost while 
fulfilling the requirements of the power transfer during overloading and/or 
overgeneration. It should be noted that such an interconnecting line is only operational 
during contingency of overloading or overgeneration and the total power exchanged 
through the links is comparatively smaller (around 10-20% of the microgrid maximum 
capacity). Therefore, such an alternative single-phase ac line over the three-phase ac 
lines can be more economical as the number of lines and the power electronic filter 
components will be less. However, the use of the back-to-back converter is limited to 
a couple of two microgrids and not scalable to a couple more than two microgrids. To 
couple multiple microgrids, the control technique and coordination among the 
converters will be complex as it involves a 2N number of converters to interconnect N 
microgrids and a common interlinking link that operates in a predefined frequency and 
voltage [35, 90]. At the same time, a communication network is necessary to 
coordinate such ac power exchange link as proper synchronization among the 
microgrids is necessary for power exchange which is not possible unless a suitable 
data communication link is established [90]. Hence, commissioning a dc-link rather 
than the ac links proves to be a better and effective operational strategy and, in such 
topology, only one converter is adequate for connecting each microgrid to the dc power 
exchange link [49, 89]. Thus, such a dc interconnecting link practically costs half of 
the price of the two previous ac topologies in terms of the power electronic converters. 
Even though the power loss in the interconnecting lines appears to be smaller; 
however, most of the commercial power line infrastructure, equipment, and 
accessories are based on ac systems. Besides, the network operators are usually more 
familiar with ac distribution systems as compare to dc systems. Moreover, the control 
and protection equipment and schemes for ac systems are more economical than dc 
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systems to some extent. Properly coordinating and efficiently managing the power 
transaction from one microgrid to another through the VSCs and lines, is the main 
challenge that requires to be addressed. transaction management scheme is discussed 
with three different structures for CMG  
formation and control principle for the converters to realise such operations. The 
exchange of power through an interconnected system of microgrid networks requires 
a suitable protocol and electrical framework along with a definite power exchange 
strategy. At the same time, stability of the CMG network must be ensured as, such an 
interconnection may lead to system oscillation which may cause shut down of entire 
network due to instability.   
2.5. Stability of Coupled Microgrids 
Prior to form a coupled microgrid network, the stability of the newly formed network 
needs to be examined to avoid any instability of the system. For this purpose, 
eigenvalue based small signal stability analysis is proposed in [47-48, 76]. It has been 
shown in [77] that, the number of inertial and non-inertial DGs, their ratings, loads 
need to be evaluated to ensure the stability of the CMG. Ref [78] further expands and 
investigates the influence of the number of microgrids as well as the length and X/R 
ratio of lines. Ref [79] suggests a decision-making function along with a small signal 
stability evaluation prior to any transformation in the architecture of the CMG.  
If properly designed, it is shown in [78-79] that, loci of the eigenvalue of the new CMG 
network, is approximately within the same operating point eigenvalues of each 
microgrid, when operating independently. Also, a sensitivity analysis is performed 
along with stability analysis in [80] which reveals that microgrid with smaller stability 
margins can cause a drop in the overall system stability margins of the other microgrids 
after they are coupled.  
It has also been reported that stability margins of the CMG can be strongly affected by 
the DER nominal power while no significant effect was observed for the load demand 
and power factor. Also, it is observed that the length and X/R ratio of the lines of the 
microgrids can affect stability. However, no impact was observed whether the 
microgrids had a loop or radial configuration. It is also recommended that developing 
a general stability guideline is not straightforward as the operation of CMG depends 
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on the conditions of the newly created system. Ref [79, 81-82] used Monte Carlo 
simulations, to examine the network characteristics and the topology that can affect 
the small-signal stability of a converter-dominated microgrid. It is found that simple 
radial topologies are the most stable, though it is less resilient to faults and reduces the 
network reliability. As the level of meshing is increased, the less stable the network 
becomes. Hence it is recommended to keep the network topology as simple as possible 
and operate the CMG in a ring configuration with a tie-open point. The study also 
demonstrates that if the two adjacent converters tied with a smaller impedance line can 
adversely affect the stability margin. As a result, it is recommended to connect adjacent 
converters with enough electrical decoupling or isolation from each other to avoid 
unstable interactions. Also, it was revealed that the length of the lines of the adjacent 
microgrid can affect the stability margins of the CMG [80]. Based on stability studies, 
the most optimum and robust topology to form the CMG can be selected.  
2.6. Topology Comparison for Coupled Microgrids  
Realising power exchange among multiple microgrids requires a predefined 
coordinated control mechanism. It is possible to couple multiple microgrids to form 
CMG using single-phase ac lines. The purpose of using a single-phase power exchange 
link is to reduce the number of converter components and transmission lines in the 
CMG network to make the system more economical. However, the line power loss is 
higher in a single-phase link than that of a three-phase link for the same operating 
conditions and power. Also, the power quality is poorer as single-phase instantaneous 
power is oscillatory in nature. Hence, the three-phase power exchange link is superior 
in every aspect as compared to the single-phase link unless a very small amount of 
power is required to be exchanged within the CMG network through short 
interconnecting lines. Though the number of components and power lines require for 
the three-phase link are more, the power quality and performance are superior and 
produce significantly lower line loss and thus, makes the system more efficient. At the 
same time, the three-phase network exhibits larger system damping and hence, a better 
stability margin as can be seen from the stability analysis [91-92].  
On the other hand, CMG formed using dc interconnecting lines outperform any types 
of ac links in terms of technical and economic aspects. However, there are several 
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critical issues with dc power exchange links such as lack of proper standard and 
guidelines for protection scheme, expensive protection equipment, larger fault current 
level, arching during fault current interruption as no natural zero current crossings, 
lower fault ride-through capability [91-93], circulating current in the network due to 
unequal line resistance [94-95] and inaccurate and less efficient power-sharing based 
on droop control technique [91-92]. On the other hand, the standard and infrastructure 
for ac power transmission and distribution systems are well established and most of 
the commercially available equipment are ac network-based which makes most of the 
network operators prefer ac transmission systems over dc.  Considering the cost and 
complexity of the protection scheme, dc interconnecting link is more suitable when 
the distance among the microgrids is longer. But as the distance among the microgrids 
are increased (i.e. the line resistance is increased), the property of power-sharing based 
on the droop control technique deteriorates and eventually diminishes. At the same 
time, the increased value of line resistance makes the CMG network’s performance 
highly sluggish [91]. Also, unequal line resistances can cause circulating current inside 
the CMG network [94]. However, these problems can be addressed using the technique 
discussed in [95], but the performance is not as satisfactory as the ac droop control 
technique. In this paper where a three-phase ac interconnecting link is proposed to 
form the CMG network, a modified virtual impedance-based angle-active power, and 
voltage-reactive power droop control technique is employed that can successfully 
address all the above-mentioned problems and the relevant results are shown in the 
sensitivity analysis section of the paper. Hence, it can be concluded that the 
performance of a CMG network formed using three-phase ac or dc interconnecting 
lines, are comparable in terms of different technical and economic aspects and thus, a 
proper techno-economical evaluation and optimization is required before selecting the 
most suitable topology based on the type of microgrids to be interconnected, amount 
of exchanged power, the duration and intervals at which power is going to be 
exchanged, protection scheme and finally, the distance among them. A comparative 
review of ac and dc technology used in microgrid application can be found in [91-92]. 
It was discussed in [91] that, though in theory dc systems are more advantageous in 
several aspects, however, considering the present power transmission infrastructure, 
commercially available protection equipment, technical constraints, network 
standards, and guidelines, ac systems are still more economical 
To address the above research gaps, this thesis presents a fully decentralised approach  
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Table 2.1 Comparison of different CMG features. 
CMG Features [35] [36] [49] [54] [55] [60] [61] [62] [89] Top-1 Top-2 Top-3 
Communication 
Links 
 ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓    
OL prevention ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓ 
OG prevention ✓ ✓   ✓     ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Multiple 
microgrids 












 ✓     ✓ ✓     
Energy storage   ✓   ✓  ✓     
Scalability ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Level of 
implementation 
P P P P P/S P/S P P P/S P P P 
Control type D Dist. D C C C/D Dist. Dist. Dist. D D D 
Unbalanced 
microgrid 




✓    ✓     ✓ ✓ ✓ 
DAC = Direct ac coupling; CDC = Converter-based dc coupling; CAC = Converter-based ac coupling; 
P=Primary level; S = Secondary Level; Mod. = Moderate; Med. = Medium; D = Decentralized; C= Centralized; 
Dist. = Distributed. 
to alleviate both over-generation and overload problems by coupling the neighbouring 
microgrids which are fully scalable to couple N autonomous microgrids in order to 
exchange power among them using any one of the above-mentioned three topologies. 
This approach does not need any data communication among the microgrids and their 
controller; thus, operates only based on local measurements at the terminals of the 
converter at the point of common coupling which offers the additional advantage of 
eliminating the requirement as well as the cost of communication infrastructure. Thus, 
it enhances the resiliency and self-healing capability of each microgrid while ensuring 
autonomy in the operation of individual microgrids enabling them to operate at any 
frequency and voltage level. Besides, this mechanism can also work as a backup for 
coupled microgrid (CMG) networks that are operating under a centralised control 
scheme, in the event of a communication link failure or any contingency, and hence, 
offering further reliability. The efficacy of this mechanism is evaluated by numerous 
examples with various scenarios in microgrids. To demonstrate its robustness and 
applicability for all three topologies, the technique is further validated with stability 
and sensitivity analysis of the CMG network against the key design and operational 
factors. A comparison of the implemented control technique and features of the three 
topologies against other approaches, available in the literature, has been summarised 
and provided in Table 2.1. 
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2.7. Summary 
This chapter has surveyed different control techniques proposed in the literature to 
alleviate the overloading and excessive generation in an autonomous microgrid. The 
research gaps in the field and several proposed techniques to address those gaps are 
identified. Based on this literature review, suitable topologies are chosen, and proper 
control mechanisms have been developed and formulated, which are introduced and 
discussed in the next chapter. These methods can alleviate the overloading and 
excessive generation in autonomous microgrids and thus can improve the voltage and 
frequency quality by coupling a microgrid in problem to one or more of its 
neighbouring microgrids and coordinate power-sharing within its local BES. The 
proposed techniques overcome the limitations of the existing similar techniques in the 
literature and more generalised to couple any number of microgrids. 
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Chapter 3 Operational and Control 
Technique 
This chapter presents the four proposed decentralised power exchange techniques and 
topologies for CMG operation. The proposed techniques and topologies are (a) 
Topology-1: three-phase ac power exchange link, (b) Topology-2: single-phase ac 
power exchange link, (c) Topology-3: dc power exchange link, and (d) Coordinated 
control and power-sharing mechanism among BES and CMGs. 
3.1 Microgrid Classification 
This provisional power exchange mechanism can be realised by interconnecting the 
neighbouring microgrids to a common power exchange link to facilitate power 
exchange among the microgrids during an overload/excess generation. Thus, the 
neighbouring microgrids can be coupled via a power electronic converter-based 
interface and ac/dc interconnecting power lines to form a CMG. Such a strategy is 
attained by monitoring and controlling the frequency of each microgrid. It is obvious 
that autonomous microgrids are conventionally operating under droop control to share 
power amongst their DERs and in such a control scheme, as the total load demand of 
a microgrid increases, its frequency decreases, and vice versa. Such a distinct 
behaviour can be used as an indication of the microgrid’s power shortage or surplus, 
and hence, the approach eliminates the necessity of any sort of data communication 
link or a centralised controller. The key benefit of this approach is that it eliminates 
the necessity of installing and operating a communication infrastructure to enable the 
microgrids to exchange power. It should be mentioned here, even in the presence of a 
central controller with communication links to monitor and regulate the power 
exchange, this approach can be implemented as the backup system that is activated in  
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Figure 3.1. Microgrid classification based on its frequency level. 
the event of communication failure or during any contingency. Thus, a fully 
decentralised mechanism to exchange power amongst the microgrids dynamically is 
introduced for effective overload/over-generation power management based on a 
predefined framework. Such provisional power exchange facility amongst the 
neighbouring microgrids increases the reliability and resiliency of the overall system.   
Based on the above-mentioned framework, the microgrids can participate in forming 
the CMG based on a predefined set of standards, as permitting all (or many) microgrids 
to participate in the CMG network formation may lead to system instability [76-79, 
81-82, 96]. Hence, the formation of a CMG would be allowed or denied based on the 
microgrids’ existing loading level, which is identified by measuring their frequencies. 
Based on their loading level, every microgrid is classified and flagged in either of the 
three categories of a healthy, problem, or floating microgrid (respectively denoted by 
HMG, PMG, and FMG), as introduced below: 
• An HMG refers to the status of a microgrid when it is operating within its nominal 
frequency and voltage range and can support the other neighbouring microgrids by 
exchanging power. 
•  A PMG refers to an operating condition when the microgrid experiences over-
generation or overloading. Any PMG within the CMG network is expected to 
connect to one or more neighbouring HMGs and exchange power to retain their 
frequency and voltage within acceptable limits.  
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Table 3.1 Classification of microgrids based on their frequency 
Frequency levels MG Status Mode of operation 
𝑓FL
OL < 𝑓MG < 𝑓FL
OG HMG (nominal operation) Droop Control 
𝑓LIM
OL < 𝑓MG < 𝑓FL
OL FMG (boundary of overloading) PQ mode (zero power exchange) 
𝑓FL
OG < 𝑓MG < 𝑓LIM
OG  FMG (boundary of excess generation) PQ mode (zero power exchange) 
𝑓MG ≤ 𝑓LIM
OL  PMG (overloading) PQ mode (importing power) 
𝑓MG ≥ 𝑓LIM
























































Figure 3.2. Flowchart of the microgrid’s different modes of operation for power 
exchange.  
• An FMG refers to a microgrid’s loading condition that is in the boundary of 
becoming a PMG. In other words, the microgrid’s frequency or voltage is in the 
boundary of maximum or minimum acceptable limits, and hence, should not be 
allowed to participate in power exchange within the CMG. 
This classification of microgrids is shown in Figure 3.1 and their corresponding mode 
of operation based on frequency level is tabulated in Table 3.1.  
To explain the operation of such a system, let us consider Figure 3.1 in which 𝑓MG is 
the operating frequency of the microgrid while 𝑓FL
OL and 𝑓FL
OG are the two frequency 
limits, beyond which the overloading and over-generation begin in the microgrid, 
respectively. Parameters 𝑓LIM
OG   and 𝑓LIM
OL are the microgrid’s maximum and minimum  


































































































































































Figure 3.3. Assumed structure and close loop control mechanism of the MSC and 
LSC for topology-1. 
permissible frequency to operate within the acceptable limit, while 𝑓max is the no-load 
frequency and 𝑓min is the frequency where the microgrid becomes unstable due to 
excessive loading. Referring to Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1, the microgrid’s operating 
status can be denoted as:  
• The microgrid is defined as HMG when 𝑓FL
OL < 𝑓MG < 𝑓FL
OG.  
• FMG can be attained in two conditions; i.e., when 𝑓LIM
OL < 𝑓MG < 𝑓FL
OL (increasing 
load demand) or 𝑓FL
OG < 𝑓MG < 𝑓LIM
OG  (decreasing load demand).  
• PMG can be attained in two conditions; i.e., when 𝑓min < 𝑓MG < 𝑓LIM
OL  
(overloading) or 𝑓LIM
OG < 𝑓MG < 𝑓max (over-generation). 
Figure 3.2 demonstrates the steps of detecting the microgrid’s status and the operation 
of the CMG to enable power exchange amongst the microgrids using a flowchart. 
3.2 Various CMG structure and their control 
The CMG formation among the neighbouring microgrids is achieved through power 
electronics converters and interconnecting power lines using the three different 
topologies. For topology-1 and 2, a back-to-back converter structure is employed 
whereas, a single-stage converter is enough for topology-3. The converter connected 
to the microgrid is labelled as the microgrid-side converter (MSC) while the other one 
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is labelled as the line-side converter (LSC). In topology-1 and 2, both MSC and LSC 
are voltage source converters (VSCs) connected back-to-back with each other via a 
common dc-link to provide the isolation which enables the microgrids to operate with 
full autonomy and no synchronization of MSC with LSC is required (see Figure 1.1). 
In such an arrangement, MSC enables bi-directional power flow between the microgrid 
and dc-link whereas, LSC enables bidirectional power flow between dc-link and the 
interconnecting lines. In this approach, the purpose of MSC is to regulate only the dc-
link voltage; however, the mode of operation of LSC depends on the frequency (i.e., 
loading level) of the microgrid to which it is connected. On the other hand, in topology-
3, a single-stage voltage source converter is used to connect the dc power lines to the 
microgrid and labelled as VSC (see Figure 1.2), which can operate either in dc droop 
control mode or constant PQ control mode depending on the status of the microgrid.  
3.2.1 Three-phase AC interconnection (Topology-1) 
Topology-1 is a three-phase ac interconnecting line with two back-to-back connected 
power electronic converters. In this topology, both the MSC and LSC are assumed to 
be three-phase, three-leg VSC using IGBTs or MOSFETs. Each VSC is connected to 
its point of common coupling through a three-phase LCL filter. The structures of MSC 
and LSC are shown schematically in Figure 3.3. However, any other three-phase 
topologies of VSCs can also be used instead of the considered topologies here.  
3.2.1.1 Control of MSC 
The main function of MSC is to regulate and maintain the dc-link voltage of 𝑉dc at the 
desired reference level of 𝑉dc
ref. This is valid for any status of the microgrid (i.e., HMG, 
PMG, FMG). The dc-link will exchange the appropriate amount of power with the 
microgrid through proper voltage regulation, such that the dc-link voltage remains 
constant. This can be realised through a closed-loop control mechanism (i.e., the 
outermost loop in the MSC part of Figure 3.3) to determine the reference active power 
(𝑃ref) that should be drawn from or injected into the microgrid to avoid a deviation in 
𝑉dc. The MSC is not likely to exchange any reactive power with the microgrid and 
hence, the reference for reactive power (𝑄ref ) is assumed to be zero. Based on these 
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two reference parameters, the PQ controller determines the three-phase reference 
voltage (𝑣c
ref) across the capacitor 𝐶f of LCL filter of the MSC. The most inner control 
loop of MSC in Figure 3.3, is the voltage tracking and switching control block. To 
achieve robust and optimum performance, the linear quadratic regulator is used to 
track the sinusoidal reference voltage, as discussed in [73].   
3.2.1.1.1  Voltage Tracking and Switching Control 
The voltage tracking and switching control of the MSC is designed based on the 
dynamics of the filter inductance, 𝐿f and filter capacitor, 𝐶f of the LCL filter of the 
MSC that is connected at the point of common coupling on the microgrid side, which 
operates as the inner-most loop of the closed-loop control mechanism of MSC. The 
dynamics of the LCL filter can be represented in the state-space form by 





], 𝑩𝟏 = [
0
𝑉dc/2𝐿f
], 𝑩𝟐 = [
−1/𝐶f
0
] and  𝒙 = [𝑣c   𝑖f]
𝑇 while 𝑢𝑐 
is the control switching function and 𝑖𝑔 is the current flowing through the coupling 
inductor and T is the transpose operator. The current, 𝑖f is desired to have only a low-
frequency component (i.e., 50Hz) and all high-frequency switching components are 
needed to be filtered out. Hence, a high-pass filter (with a cut-off frequency of 𝜔𝑐) is 
introduced in the feedback control structure to extract the high-frequency components 
of 𝑖f as denoted by 𝑖f̃. Hence, Equation. (3.1) can be rewritten as 
?̇?c = 𝑨c𝒙c + 𝑩c𝑢c (3.2) 








] and 𝒙c = [𝑣c   𝑖f   𝑖f̃]
𝑇.  
An appropriate full state-feedback control law along with a reference input (which, in 
this case, is the reference filter capacitor voltage, 𝑣c
ref) can be expressed in the form of 
𝑢c = 𝑘1(𝑣c
ref − 𝑣c) − 𝑘2𝑖f − 𝑘3𝑖f̃ = −𝑲?̇?c + 𝑘1𝑣c
ref (3.3) 
where 𝑲 = [𝑘1 𝑘2 𝑘2] is the state-feedback gain matrix in which 𝑘1, 𝑘2 and 𝑘3 are 
optimally determined by minimizing an appropriate cost function using a linear  




























LQR Switching Controller  
Figure 3.4. Linear Quadratic Regulator based switching and voltage tracking. 
quadratic regulator [73]. Based on this optimization method, a highly robust switching 
controller can be designed with a bandwidth large enough to accurately track the low-
frequency sinusoidal signal (i.e., 50 Hz) with zero phase delay and steady-state error. 
Therefore, Equation (3.2) can be rewritten as 
?̇?c = 𝑨cl𝒙c + 𝑩cl𝑣c
ref (3.4) 
where 𝑨cl = 𝑨c − 𝑩c𝑲 and 𝑩cl = 𝑘1𝑩c. The implemented controller offers infinite 
gain and phase margin, and thus, robustly stable. The switching control of the 
MOSFET/IGBT can be implemented through a hysteresis function [97] with an 
adequately small band (e.g., ℎ = ±10−4). The control block diagram of such an LQR 
switching controller is shown in Figure 3.4. 
3.2.1.1.2 Power Control  
The next control loop is to determine the appropriate reference voltage across the 
capacitor, 𝐶f of LCL filter by regulating the active and reactive power. For this 
purpose, the conventional direct-quadrature (dq) axis close loop power controller (i.e., 
PQ controller) is implemented. The PQ controller is the first of two outer control loops. 
The benefit of the PQ controller is that the active and reactive powers are decoupled 
and can be controlled independently. The active and reactive power are regulated by 
controlling the d-axis current 𝑖d and q-axis current 𝑖q, respectively. Hence, the PQ 
controller is also known as the current controller. The controller is made of two 
proportional-integral (PI) controllers that are responsible for producing the required d 
and q axis reference voltages of 𝑣d
ref and 𝑣q
ref. Then, these two voltages are converted 
into three-phase ac reference voltage, 𝑣c
ref across the filter capacitor, 𝐶f using the grid 
angle 𝜃g
MG as obtained through a synchronous reference frame phase-locked loop  























































































Figure 3.6. Block diagram of PQ controller for MSC. 
(SRF-PLL) system. The dynamics of the output R-L branch of the LCL filter, 
comprised of coupling inductance, 𝐿g, and resistance, 𝑅g, are considered to design and 
tune the two PI controllers using the pole-zero cancellation method [98-99]. The 





where 𝑇c = 𝐿g/𝑅g and 𝐾c = 2𝜋𝑓BW𝐿g where 𝑓BW is the closed-loop bandwidth of the 
controller that conventionally, requires to be at least 10 times smaller than the 
bandwidth of the inner voltage tracking loop, and hence, the inner loop can be assumed 
as a unity gain block while tuning the PI controllers of the PQ controller. In this design, 
𝑓BW is chosen to be 1000 times faster than the voltage tracking loop to ensure no 
overlap in the bandwidth of the control loops and proper sinusoidal voltage tracking at 
50Hz. The closed-loop transfer function of the PQ controller is then given by  














where 𝜏𝑐 = 𝐿g/𝐾𝑐 is the time constant of the current controller, 𝑃ref is the reference 
power and 𝑃s is the active power output of the converter. It should be noted here, 𝑃ref 
is generated through the outermost control loop i.e., the dc-link voltage controller. The 
assumed close loop control block diagram of d and q axis current controller is shown 
in Figure 3.5 while the PQ controller for MSC is shown in Figure 3.6.  
3.2.1.1.3 DC-link Voltage Control 
The outermost loop of the control structure is the dc-link voltage controller. The 
dynamics of the voltage across the dc-link capacitor, 𝑉dc, with respect to converter 












where 𝜏dc = 2(𝐿f + 𝐿g)𝑃so/3𝑉do
2 . The transfer function of 𝐺dc(𝑠) is a linearised small-
signal model where 𝑃so is the steady-state power output of the converter and 𝑉do is the 
d-axis steady-state voltage at the point of common coupling of the converter to the 
microgrid. It is a non-minimum phase system with a right half plane zero, whose 
location depends on the steady-state value of 𝑃so and 𝑉do. If these two parameters are 
varied, then the controller needs to be redesigned to ensure the required stability 
margin. In other words, the controllers are designed to exchange rated power at a 
specific voltage level, and hence the exchanged power through the dc-link should not 
exceed its maximum limit. In order to design a controller that regulates the dc-link 
voltage with the required gain and phase margin to ensure satisfactory performance, a 
type-2 controller can be designed. The generic transfer function of a type- 2 controller 





Such type of controller can be designed using the K-factor method, as described in 
[102]. The closed-loop control system of the dc-link voltage can be realised by the 
block diagram of Figure 3.7. It should be noted here that, while regulating the dc-link  






















Figure 3.7. Block diagram of dc-link voltage controller for MSC. 
voltage the reference power of 𝑃ref in Equation (3.6) is 𝑃dc (i.e., the power that needs 
to be exchanged bi-directionally to keep the dc-link voltage fixed to its reference 
value) as can be seen from Figure 3.7. As the voltage tracking loop is made almost 
1000 times faster than the power control loop, the overall system dynamics of the dc-
link voltage can be assumed as 







Hence, 𝐺OL(𝑠) is the open-loop transfer function assumed to apply the K-factor 
method. The steps of designing the controller using this method are discussed in detail 
in [100-101]. The close loop frequency responses of all the three control loops are 
shown in Figure 3.8. The close loop bandwidths of voltage tracking, power, and dc-
link controller are 318kHz, 300Hz, and 20Hz, respectively. 
3.2.1.2 Control of LSC 
Two separate modes of operation for the LSC are considered that depend on the status 
of the microgrid. It has been proposed that to form a CMG, the LSC of all HMGs 
should operate under droop control mode to enable power-sharing, whereas the LSC 
of the FMGs and PMGs should operate in constant power (PQ) control mode (Refer 
to the flowchart of Figure 3.2). The LSCs connected to HMGs, form the CMG and 
provide the required droop voltage and angle references that enable power-sharing 
among the HMGs within a CMG, whereas it will absorb or inject the desired amount 
of power from the interconnecting power lines to alleviate the overloading or over-
generation situations respectively when a microgrid becomes PMG.  
To realise the above objective, the frequencies of microgrids need to be continuously 
monitored. If the microgrid is overloaded, then a control mechanism should determine  
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Figure 3.8. Frequency response plots of the control loops for the MSC. 
the amount of power that needs to be absorbed from the interconnecting link by the 
PMG to return the frequency of the microgrid to the acceptable limit. The concept is 
equally applicable when the microgrid has surplus power generation and its frequency 
rises beyond the acceptable limit. Thus, the LSC of an overloaded or over-generating 
microgrid will start to operate in the constant PQ mode (see the flowchart of Figure 
3.2). A frequency deviation-based control system determines the reference active 
power (𝑃ref), while the reactive power (𝑄ref ) reference is assumed to be zero. When 
the overloading or over-generation is alleviated, another frequency deviation-based 
controller determines the new status of the microgrid as HMG, and hence, the LSC of 
that microgrid changes its mode of operation from the constant PQ control to droop 
control, as can be realised by the flowchart of Figure 3.2.  
During the idle operation of the CMG, (i.e., when all microgrids are HMGs and no 
power exchange is taking place), the LSCs of all the microgrids operate under the 
droop control mode. Also, during the nominal operation of an HMG within the CMG, 
the HMG should continue operating in droop mode to support the PMG and facilitate 
power exchange. The employed droop control is a virtual impedance technique-based 
angle-voltage droop. The LSC’s mode of operation changes from droop to PQ and vice 
versa. This is done through a reference selection controller that switches between the 
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two modes of operation of LSC, by continuously monitoring the microgrid’s 
frequency. Depending on the microgrid’s status, the reference selection controller 
selects the appropriate voltage reference for voltage tracking and switching controller 
to enable the LSC to operate in either one of the modes, as seen from Figure 3.3.  
3.2.1.2.1 LSC Control for HMG Operation 
The LSC of an HMG operates under the angle-voltage droop control mode (on 
contrary to the conventional frequency-voltage droop that has been employed for the 
DERs within the microgrids). Employing such an angle-voltage droop instead of the 
frequency-voltage droop will set the frequency of the interconnecting lines at a fixed 
value (e.g., 50 Hz). The angle and voltage droop equations for the LSC of kth microgrid 
can be written as [102-105].  
𝛿𝑘 = 𝛿o − 𝑚MG−𝑘𝑃line (3.10) 
𝑉𝑘 = 𝑉max − 𝑛MG−𝑘𝑄line (3.11) 
where 𝑚MG−𝑘 and 𝑛MG−𝑘 are the droop coefficients of the k
th microgrid’s LSC, and 
derived from 
𝑚MG−𝑘 = (𝛿max − 𝛿min)/𝑃line
max (3.12) 
𝑛MG−𝑘 = (𝑉max − 𝑉min)/2𝑄line
max (3.13) 
in which subscript min and max represents the minimum and maximum allowable limits 
for angle and voltage while 𝑃line
max and 𝑄line
max are the maximum active and reactive 
powers injected/absorbed by each microgrid to the interconnecting lines. All the LSCs 
have similar ∆𝛿 = 𝛿max − 𝛿min and ∆𝑉 = 𝑉max − 𝑉min. It should be mentioned here, 
that the transition from PQ to droop mode cannot be realised using the frequency-
voltage droop because, when all the microgrids become HMG with no exchange of 
power through the interconnecting lines, the voltages at the output of the LSCs will be 
operating at the same frequency. Thus, the synchronization among the LSCs is not 
possible in this situation without having a centralised controller backed up by a data 
communication link. The decentralised control scheme would work only under the 
angle-voltage droop control technique. However, the conventional angle-voltage 
droop control technique cannot ensure the desired power-sharing among the HMGs 
unless a modified angle droop [102] mechanism is implemented using the virtual 
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impedance method. To implement the virtual impedance-based modified angle droop, 
Equation (3.10) and (3.11) needs to be transformed into the 𝛼𝛽 coordinates and the 
voltage across the virtual impedance needs to be subtracted. Hence, the reference angle 
and voltage equation can be modified and rewritten 𝛼𝛽 coordinates as  
𝑉α−𝑘











𝑘  and 𝑖g
𝑘 = 𝐼g
𝑘∠𝜃g
𝑘 are respectively the virtual impedance and 
current of the coupling inductance. Then, the reference voltage and phase angle for the 




ref )2 + (𝑉β−𝑘
ref )2 (3.16) 
𝛿dr






From Equation (3.16) and (3.17), the instantaneous reference voltage for the LQR 
switching control block of the LSC in microgrid-k can be determined as 
𝑉a−𝑘
ref = 𝑉dr
𝑘 sin(𝜔ref𝑡 + 𝛿dr
𝑘 ) (3.18) 
𝑉b−𝑘
ref = 𝑉dr
𝑘 sin(𝜔ref𝑡 + 𝛿dr
𝑘 − 120°) (3.19) 
𝑉c−𝑘
ref = 𝑉dr
𝑘 sin(𝜔ref𝑡 + 𝛿dr
𝑘 − 240°) (3.20) 
where 𝜔ref is selected based on the desired frequency level in the three-phase ac power 
lines (e.g., 50 Hz). The virtual impedances to share power between microgrid-i and j 









Figure 3.9 shows the block diagram of the modified angle-voltage droop control 
technique. It may be noted here that, the central controller of a microgrid determines 
the amount of power that is going to be shared by each HMG and it is governed by 
numerous factors such as distance among the microgrids, cost of power generation, 
line loss, willingness to participate in power exchange and so on [106-108]. Different 
types of optimization and decision-making techniques are proposed in ref [109-112]  
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Figure 3.10. Frequency response plots of LSC operating under modified angle-
voltage droop control. 
that determine the optimum power-sharing and evaluates the desired droop 
coefficients.  Thus, the droop coefficient of 𝑚MG and 𝑛MG will be modified based on 
Equation (3.21) to achieve the desired power-sharing.  
The frequency response plot of LSCs of two HMGs operating under modified angle 
droop control, while supporting one PMG, is shown in Figure 3.10. The plot shows 
both the angle and voltage droop response of LSCs.  
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It may be mentioned here that, the power-sharing ratio of the two LSCs operating under 
droop mode is set to 2:1 in this example. Hence it can be seen from Figure 3.10 that, 
the LSC with the larger droop coefficients has a slightly smaller gain and phase margin 
compare to the other LSC with smaller droop coefficients. 
3.2.1.2.2 LSC Control for PMG Operation 
When a microgrid becomes PMG, the LSC of that particular microgrid switches its 
operation from droop control to frequency regulation mode, which is a constant PQ 
control mode where the active power reference is generated through an outer frequency 
control loop. This mode of operation of PMG through its LSC can be termed as 
frequency regulation or control mode. The PMG alleviates its overloading and/or over-
generation situation through this mode of operation. If a microgrid becomes PMG by 
overloading, a frequency deviation-based control mechanism termed as overload 
frequency controller (OLFC) gets activated and determines the amount of power that 
should be absorbed from the neighbouring microgrids to retain the microgrid 
frequency within the acceptable limit. Likewise, during over-generation, the over-
generation frequency controller (OGFC) gets activated to determine the required 
amount of power to inject into the neighbouring microgrids. Thus, the LSC will start 
to operate in the constant PQ mode when a microgrid becomes a PMG. Figure 3.11 
shows an arrangement of such a control mechanism along with its control activation 
logic. The reference of the active power (𝑃ref) is determined by either OLFC or OGFC 
block while the reference of the reactive power (𝑄ref ) is assumed to be zero. Once the 
overloading or over-generation problem is alleviated, another frequency deviation-
based control system determines the new status of the microgrid as an HMG that can 
resume its normal operation, and hence, the LSC of that microgrid should change its 
operation from the constant PQ mode to the droop control mode. 
The desired active power reference is determined by the frequency controller that 
employs two separate proportional-integral (PI) controllers and the necessary control 
logic and circuitry. Then, the desired reference power during an overload or over-
generation is obtained either by activating the OLFC or OGFC, respectively and is 
passed through a 41 multiplexer that selects the proper reference. The overall control 
block diagram of the frequency controller is shown in Figure 3.12.  
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Figure 3.13. Assumed close loop control mechanism of frequency controller.  
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Figure 3.14. Frequency response plots of LSC operating under frequency regulation 
mode.  
To design the frequency controller, 𝑃MG and 𝑓max can be considered as a disturbance 
to the system. The PI controller employed for the PLL is very fast compared to the 
overall system dynamics and LPF; hence, the PLL block can be assumed to be a unity 
gain block, and thus, the overall control block diagram of Figure 3.12 can be 
represented as shown in Figure 3.13. Based on the closed-loop control system of 
Figure 3.13, the PI controllers can be designed based on the symmetrical optimum 
method as described in [99]. The bode plot of the closed-loop frequency regulation 
controller is shown in Figure 3.14.  
A proper reference selection logic is required to facilitate a smooth transition between 
constant PQ control mode (for FMG and PMG) and droop control mode (for HMG) 
without causing unwanted transients, oscillations, and instability. Such an arrangement 
to change over between the operating modes of LSC is shown in Figure 3.11. The 
three-phase reference voltages are either selected from the droop control block or PQ 
controller block through three sets of 21 multiplexers using the reference selection 
logic employed in the mode transition controller. Then the appropriate reference 
voltages are passed to the LQR voltage tracking and switching control block. When  































































































Figure 3.15. Block diagram of the PQ controller for LSC operation. 
the voltage references are selected from the droop control block, the PI controllers of 
the PQ control block should be held into reset mode to avoid integrator drift, windup, 
and unwanted overshoot upon activation. The switchover from droop to constant PQ 
mode (i.e. an HMG becoming an FMG or PMG) is straightforward as only the reset 
signals need to be withdrawn and the PI controllers will be made operational. 
However, during switchover from constant PQ to droop control mode (i.e., an FMG or 
PMG becoming an HMG), an additional line angle detection logic is required. When 
overloading or over-generation problem is over, a PMG or FMG should not be allowed 
to switch back to droop mode unless all the remaining microgrids within the CMG 
network are HMG (i.e., no operational PMG) and operating in the same phase angle, 
𝛿0, where 𝛿0 is the phase angle of the line voltage when there is zero or no power-
sharing among the microgrids through the interconnecting lines (i.e., 𝑃line = 0). For 
this purpose and to facilitate such mode transition, a line angle detection mechanism, 
consists of a fast Fourier transform (FFT) block and a window detector, is used to 
detect whether all the microgrids are HMGs or not, as shown in Figure 3.11. Hence, 
the PQ controller of the LSC needs to be modified as shown in Figure 3.15 to facilitate 
such switchover.  
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3.2.2 Single-phase AC interconnection (Topology-2) 
Topology-2 is a single-phase ac interconnecting line with back-to-back power 
electronic converters. In this topology, the MSC is assumed to be a three-phase, three-
leg VSC whereas, the LSC is assumed to be a single-phase H-bridge VSC using IGBTs 
or MOSFETs. Each VSC is connected to their point of common coupling through LCL 
filters (i.e., a three-phase LCL for the MSC and a single-phase LCL for the LSC). The 
structures of MSC and LSC are shown schematically in Figure 3.16. Like topology- 1, 
any other type of three-phase and single-phase VSC topologies can also be used 
instead of the assumed topologies for the MSC and LSC, respectively. 
3.2.2.1 Control of MSC 
The control of MSC for this topology is identical to the technique as discussed in 
Section 3.2.1.1 for three-phase ac interconnection lines (topology-1). It should be 
noted here that, in this topology, the dc-link of the back-to-back converter is comprised 
of only one capacitor and should not be grounded, unlike the topology-1 where the dc-
link is comprised of two split capacitors with the midpoint grounded.  
3.2.2.2 Control of LSC  
The control technique for LSC in this topology is similar to the methods discussed for 
the topology- 1. However, some modifications in the control technique are required to 
implement them for single-phase VSC. Similar to topology-1, the LSCs in this 
topology are operating in two modes – droop control and constant PQ mode, depending 
on the microgrid’s status. The conditions of their operation and transition between the 
modes based on the microgrid’s status are identical to topology-1 and will not be 
repeated here. Only the modifications adopted to incorporate the control mechanism 
will be discussed here.  
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Figure 3.16. Assumed structure and close loop control mechanism of the MSC and 





































LQR Switching Controller-1ph  
Figure 3.17. Linear Quadratic Regulator based switching and voltage tracking for 
single-phase VSC.  
The first key difference is reference voltage generation for the single-phase VSC while 
operating in droop mode (i.e., HMG operation). In this regard, based on Equation 




𝑘 sin(𝜔ref𝑡 + 𝛿dr
𝑘 )  (3.22) 
𝑉b−𝑘
ref = 𝑉dr
𝑘 sin(𝜔ref𝑡 + 𝛿dr
𝑘 − 180°)  (3.23) 
which are the reference voltages, 𝑣c
ref for the single-phase LSC and applied to the LQR 
voltage tracking and switching block. Thus, the LQR switching controller needs to be  






















































Figure 3.18. Frequency response of single-phase LSC operating under modified 


































































































Figure 3.19. Block diagram of the PQ controller for single-phase LSC. 
modified as shown in Figure 3.17. The bode plots for single-phase LSC operating 
under droop control are shown in Figure 3.18. It can be observed from Figure 3.18 
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that, the single-phase LSC has a relatively smaller phase and gain margin as compared 
to the three-phase LSC. In other words, the three-phase LSC operating in droop mode 
appears to be more stable than the single-phase LSC. 
Finally, the PQ controller for the LSC needs to be modified and implemented for 
single-phase topology. The single-phase PQ controller implemented in dq frame for 
LSC is shown in Figure 3.19 along with its reset and control signals. To implement the 
PQ controller in dq frame for a single-phase converter, 𝛼𝛽 to dq transformation (Clark 
transformation) is used where the measured line voltage 𝑣g and current 𝑖g are the 𝛼 
components for voltage and current respectively, whereas a 90° phase-shifted version 
of 𝑣g and 𝑖g are the 𝛽 components for voltage and current. The phase shift in voltage 
and current are introduced by a critically damped second order low pass filter that 
operates with a gain of 0.5 and phase shift of 90° at its cross over frequency, 𝜔ps 
(which is 50Hz or 314.16rad/s in this case). To compensate for this gain of 0.5, the 
signal needs to be amplified with a gain of 2. To determine the angle of the 
interconnection line, 𝜃g
line , a synchronous reference frame PLL is used as before.  
3.2.3 DC interconnection (Topology-3) 
Topology-3 is a dc interconnecting line with a single VSC. It is connected to the 
microgrid’s three-phase ac lines and facilitates bi-directional power flow between the 
microgrid and the dc-link. The dc-links are directly connected to the dc interconnecting 
lines that form the CMG network. In this topology, a single VSC serves the functions 
of both the MSC and LSC of the previous two topologies. The VSC connected to each 
HMG within the CMG regulates the dc voltage across the dc-link capacitor. As the 
HMGs will share the power injected/absorbed by the PMGs of the CMG, an active 
power-dc voltage droop technique is employed that determines the reference dc 
voltage such that the power shared by the HMGs is as defined by the ratios of the droop 
coefficients. On the other hand, the VSC connected to each PMG operates in constant 
PQ mode and facilitates absorption or injection of the required active power to retain 
and regulate the frequency of the PMG within its acceptable limits. The structure and 
control mechanism of the VSC are discussed in the following subsections: 
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Figure 3.20. VSC operation for topology-3 (a) VSC structure, (b) Closed-loop 
control system. 
3.2.3.1 VSC Structure  
The assumed VSC structure is a three-phase, three-leg topology using MOSFETs or 
IGBTs. The VSC is connected to the microgrid through an LCL filter while the dc-
link is formed with two series-connected dc capacitors with midpoint grounded. The 
schematic of the VSC structure is shown in Figure 3.20(a). It may be noted that any 
other three-phase VSC topology can also be used.  
3.2.3.2 VSC Control 
The overall close loop control system of the VSC is shown in Figure 3.20(b). The 
detailed operation and design steps of the LQR Switching controller, PQ controller, 
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and dc-link voltage controller are identical to the MSC control of topology-1 as 
discussed in Section 3.2.1.1. The only difference is that, in this topology, the reference 
voltage of the dc power exchange link (i.e., the voltage across the dc capacitor) should 
be generated through dc droop control block whereas, in topology-1 the dc-link voltage 
was fixed and predefined. The VSC operates in two different modes, depending on the 
status of the microgrid, i.e. when it is connected to an HMG or a PMG. Each of these 
modes is discussed separately below.  
3.2.3.2.1 VSC of an HMG 
The VSC connected to an HMG is operating in droop mode and primarily responsible 
for regulating the dc-link voltage across the dc capacitor 𝑉dc, to the desired level of 
𝑉dc
ref. The desired voltage level is not constant as the value depends on the total power 
that the HMG should absorb from the link or supply to that. If the CMG network 
includes multiple HMGs, then they can share the power supplied to the PMGs or 
received from them at any desired ratio. This can be easily realised by using an active 
power - dc voltage droop control mechanism for the output dc-link voltage of each 
VSC. This is schematically illustrated by the dc droop control block in Figure 3.20(b) 




= 𝑉nom − 𝑚MG-𝑖𝑃MG-𝑖 (3.24) 
where 𝑚MG and 𝑃MG denote the dc droop coefficient and the active power 
absorbed/injected by the VSC respectively and 𝑉nom is the nominal voltage of the dc-
link (e.g., 1 pu). It should be noted that an active power absorption will be considered 
as negative whereas, active power injection by the VSC is considered as positive. 
According to Equation (3.24), the ratio of the power absorbed (or injected) by HMG 𝑖 
and 𝑗 will be the reciprocal of the ratio of their droop coefficients, i.e., 
𝑚MG-𝑖𝑃MG-𝑖 = 𝑚MG-𝑗𝑃MG-𝑗 (3.25) 
3.2.3.2.2 VSC of a PMG 
The VSCs of a PMG should absorb the required amount of power from the dc-link into 
the PMG when it is overloaded. Likewise, if the PMG experiences over-generation, 
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the VSC should inject the required amount of power from the PMG to its dc-link. Thus, 
the frequency of the PMG will be retained to the acceptable range through such power 
exchange. To facilitate such power exchange, the VSC is required to operate in the 
constant PQ mode. As the key objective of power exchange mechanism in CMG 
network is to control the active power flow, the reference of the reactive power (𝑄ref ) 
is set to be zero. The reference for the active power (𝑃ref) is determined through the 
deviation of the PMG’s frequency from the acceptable limit. Such a frequency 
regulation controller is schematically shown in Figure 3.21.  
The switchover in the mode of operation from droop to PQ and vice versa is achieved 
through a reference selection controller which monitors the microgrid’s frequency 
continuously. Depending on the status of the microgrid, the appropriate 𝑃ref will be 
selected, as schematically illustrated in Figure 3.21.  
When a microgrid becomes a PMG, the frequency controller gets activated. During 
overloading, a control mechanism termed as overload frequency controller (OLFC), 
determines the total amount of power that should be received by that particular PMG 
from the neighbouring microgrids to return the microgrid frequency to the acceptable 
limits. Similarly, during over-generation, the over-generation frequency controller 
(OGFC) gets activated and determines the required power that should be delivered to 
the neighbouring microgrids. Thus, when a microgrid becomes a PMG, its VSC should 
change its operation from droop control to the constant PQ mode. Such a control 
mechanism can be realised using a hysteresis controller implemented with the 
reference selection logic and schematically shown in Figure 3.21. The active power 
reference (𝑃ref) is determined by a frequency deviation-based overload or over-
generation control mechanism while the reactive power reference (𝑄ref ) is set to be 
zero. Once the overloading or over-generation situation is mitigated, another frequency 
deviation-based control mechanism will determine the new status of the microgrid. 
After the detection of the microgrid’s status and certain predefined time delay as set 
by the controller, the VSC of that particular microgrid will change from the constant 
PQ mode to the droop control mode and hence, deactivates the frequency controller.  
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Figure 3.21. Frequency regulation controller of VSC for PMG operation in 
topology- 3. 
The frequency controller determines the desired power reference through two different 
PI-based closed-loop control systems along with its necessary control logic and 
circuitry. Then, the desired power reference is selected through a 41 Multiplexer 
circuit that selects the proper power reference during the overload or excess-generation 
situation respectively by activating the OLFC or OGFC. To coordinate between droop 
control mode (for HMG) and constant PQ control mode (for the FMG and PMG), a 
proper reference selection logic is needed to switch over between the modes smoothly 
without causing unwanted transients, oscillations, and instability. The reference 
selector will select proper active power reference either from the droop control-based 
dc-link controller block or frequency controller block through a 21 multiplexer and 
pass it to the PQ control block. Once a PMG becomes an HMG, the reference selector 
will enable the VSC to switch back to droop-based dc-link voltage control mode.  
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3.3 Coordinated Power Sharing among BES and CMG 
This study proposes a two-stage, coordinated power-sharing strategy among BES and 
coupled microgrids for overload management in autonomous microgrids, through 
dynamic frequency control. Both local BES and the neighbouring microgrids can work 
in conjunction or individually to supply the required overload power demand. For this, 
BES’ state of charge should be above a minimum level and extra power generation 
capacity needs to be available in the neighbouring microgrids. A predefined 
framework with appropriate constraints and conditions, under which the power 
exchange will take place, is defined and formulated. For this purpose, two different 
self-healing agents, functioning in a decentralised (communication free) manner. This 
is realised by continuously monitoring the microgrid frequency and its BES unit’s 
SoC. This information is then used to cooperatively activate or deactivate two 
developed self-healing agents, namely, battery frequency controller (BFC) for BES 
unit, and interconnection frequency controller (IFC) for the coupling of microgrids. 
These self-healing agents dynamically modify the amount of internal and external 
power exchange levels based on the BES units’ SoC and the microgrids’ loading 
condition. 
3.3.1 Network Structure  
Let us consider a system of Figure 3.22 where N autonomous microgrids, each 
consisting of multiple DERs, DGs, loads, one BES and one inter-connection converter 
(ICC). Each microgrid is monitored, supervised, and controlled through its microgrid 
central controller, termed as MGCC. The DERs and BES are connected to the 
microgrid through VSCs. Different VSCs are controlled in different operating modes 
to regulate the power and frequency of each microgrid. The VSCs of DERs are 
assumed to be operating in the 𝑃 − 𝑓 and 𝑄 − 𝑉 droop control mode [73]. It is assumed 
that each DER is provided with its local energy storage and thus they can be 
represented as a dispatchable DER. The structure and operation of the DERs are 
discussed in [11-12, 73] and is not repeated here. It should be noted that these local 
storages are independent and different from the BES of each microgrid as the BESs 
are assigned to support the microgrids in the event of power deficiency and  











































Figure 3.22. Autonomous CMG network with BES to coordinate power-sharing 
dynamically regulate the frequency within the acceptable limit. The BES is connected 
to the microgrid through a separate VSC termed as Battery Energy Storage converter 
(BSC) that operates in constant PQ mode. The charging or discharging mode of the 
BES is determined by the MGCC, based on the MG’s loading condition. Finally, each 
microgrid is connected to a common dc power exchange link through its ICC to 
exchange power with the other microgrids in the event of overloading or power 
deficiency. Each microgrid can operate independently at any predefined voltage and 
frequency level without affecting the operation of other neighbouring microgrids. 
3.3.2 Control of Converters 
The structure of the BSC and ICC are assumed identical and their overall control block 
diagram is shown in Figure 3.23. Both BSC and ICC are VSCs connected to their 
respective MG, which enable bi-directional power flow with BES and the dc power 
exchange link, respectively. Each converter is working in constant PQ mode and has 
three cascaded feedback control loops, namely, voltage tracking, power control and 
reference power generation loop, as can be seen from Figure 3.23. The voltage tracking 
and power control loop are identical for both converters, whereas, the reference power 
generation loop, which is the most outer loop, is different and depends on the mode of 
operation of the microgrid and converter.  
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Figure 3.23. Assumed structure and closed-loop control block diagram of VSC and 
filter system for BSC/ICC 
3.3.2.1 Converters Structure 
The BSC and ICC structure is assumed to be a three-phase, three-leg VSC using IGBTs 
or MOSFETs, as schematically shown in Figure 3.23. They are connected to the 
microgrid through an LCL filter to effectively filter out the undesired switching 
harmonics. The dc side of the BSC is connected to the BES while a dc capacitor is 
installed on the dc-link side of the ICC to interconnect it to the power exchange link. 
It is to be noted that, any other three-phase VSC topology can also be used for BSC 
and ICC. 
3.3.2.2 Converter Control Technique 
Both converters are operating in constant PQ mode irrespective of the loading 
condition of the MG. Only the respective VSC’s output power reference varies 
depending on the MG’s loading condition and the outermost control loop which is 
active during that time. The BSC is primarily controlled by the MGCC through the 
BES controller block, operating as the outermost loop. The BFC gets activated and 
operates in conjunction with the BES controller during an overloading situation. On 
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the other, during the normal operating condition, each ICC maintains the dc-link 
voltage of the point at which it is connected to the power exchange link. In the event 
of overloading and if the BES capacity is not enough to alleviate the overloading 
situation; IFC gets activated to import the required amount of power from the 
neighbouring MG. The effective operation of both BSC and ICC are achieved through 
coordinated control among the three cascaded control loops, namely, linear quadratic 
regulator (LQR) based voltage tracking and switching control, power control and dc-
link voltage control. The description of these control loops is given in Section 3.2.1.1. 
3.3.3 Proposed Power Exchange Strategy 
The proposed power exchange strategy is a two-stage coordinated overload prevention 
mechanism for a group of coupled autonomous microgrids. Let us consider each 
microgrid with the two introduced self-healing agents of BFC and IFC. All the 
neighbouring microgrids are interconnected to each other through the power exchange 
link and their ICCs while each microgrid has its own BES connected, and controlled 
through its BSC and MGCC respectively. To facilitate the proposed power exchange 
mechanism, the two self-healing agents continuously monitor the SoC of the BES and 
the frequency of the MG. The SoC is a measure of the stored energy of BES, and 
hence, its capability to support the microgrid [102, 113]. On the other hand, the loading 
status of an individual microgrid can be determined by monitoring its frequency. As 
the demand of a microgrid increases, its frequency decreases, and vice versa. Such 
characteristic is due to the droop control technique employed for the DERs, as the grid-
forming units of the microgrid and can be used as the indicator of power deficiency or 
overloading in an MG. Hence, there is no need for any communication link or a central 
controller to regulate the power flow. Furthermore, even in the presence of a central 
controller, the proposed power exchange mechanism can be assigned as the backup 
system in the event of communication failure or during any contingency. For effective 
power-sharing among all the entities, a predefined framework needs to be introduced 
to identify different system parameters and their boundaries. Whether an entity 
(BSC/ICC) can participate in power exchange or not, must be determined by the 
predefined framework as their participation without proper coordination and control 
may lead to system instability. In general, such coordination among the entities can be  











































































































































Figure 3.24. Overall block diagram of the proposed coordinated power exchange 
mechanism among BES and CMG network 
done by the self-healing agents, by monitoring the MG’s loading level and BES’s 
stored energy level through frequency and SoC measurements, respectively.  
During normal operation, the MGCC decides the BES’s operation mode (i.e., 
charging/discharging) based on the MG’s power generation, loading level and its 
frequency, 𝑓MG. During overloading, if 𝑓MG falls beyond the minimum value of 𝑓min, 
then first the BFC would respond to alleviate the overload situation and will work in 
conjunction with the BES controller. The BFC would determine the amount of excess 
power that needs to be provided by the BES to return the MG’s frequency back to 𝑓min. 
The operation of BFC is dictated by the SoC of BES and the maximum power that can 
be handled by the BSC, 𝑃BSC
max. In case of severe overloading, the BES may not be 
capable enough to alleviate the situation just by itself due to reasons such as, the BSC 
reaching the maximum limit of its rated capacity and/or the SoC level not being large 
enough to provide the required power. Hence, the self-healing agent of IFC will then 
get activated to import power from the neighbouring microgrids. The exchange of 
power through interconnection can be achieved in two ways- first, a portion of the 
overload power demand is mitigated by the BES and the rest is provided by the 
neighbouring microgrids; second, the total overload power demand is mitigated by the 
power imported from the neighbouring microgrids assuming that they have excess 
power generation available. The overall block diagram of the proposed power  


























Figure 3.25. BES nominal operation scheme- (a) charging mode (b) discharging 
mode 
 
exchange mechanism is shown in Figure 3.24. 
3.3.3.1 BES Control 
The control mechanism of BES during charging and discharging mode is developed 
based on its SoC level, 𝑆𝑜𝐶batt(𝑡), and excess available power of the MG, 𝑃ex(𝑡), 
respectively. Both parameters are instantaneous and vary with respect to time. 
Different methods of measuring 𝑆𝑜𝐶batt(𝑡) are discussed in detail in [113]. On the 
other hand, 𝑃𝑒𝑥(𝑡) = ∑𝑃𝐷𝐸𝑅(𝑡) − ∑𝑃𝐿(𝑡) where ∑𝑃𝐷𝐸𝑅(𝑡) is the instantaneous total 
generated power of all DERs in microgrid and ∑𝑃𝐿(𝑡) is the MG’s total instantaneous 
demand. Since the stored energy of a BES system reduces overtime during discharging 
mode, it is a more practical approach to set the BES discharge power as a function of 
SoC instead of its ratings [102-104]. Hence, a BES system with a lower SoC level can 
be expected to inject less power to prevent its fast discharging. Thus, the output 
reference power, 𝑃batt
dis , of the BES unit during discharge mode, can vary proportionally 
to its SoC level in discrete steps (e.g., in steps of 5-10% as SoC level varies 
dynamically) [102-103]. It may be noted that the BES system will stop discharging if 
the SoC level drops to its minimum value of 𝑆𝑜𝐶min. The BES cannot discharge further 
unless it is charged up to a value of 𝑆𝑜𝐶nom. Such a control mechanism can be 
implemented using a hysteresis controller.  
Similarly, the charging power of the BES unit can be varied proportionally to 𝑃𝑒𝑥 in 
discrete steps of 5-10%. The higher is the surplus power available through the excess 
generation of DERs in the MG, the larger is the charging power for the BES unit, and 
vice versa. A graphical illustration of charging and discharging power variation in  
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Figure 3.27 Control of BES different operation modes 
discrete steps as a function of MG’s surplus power and BES’ SoC level respectively is 
shown in Figure 3.25. It is to be noted that, the BES charging and discharging mode is 
selected based on the microgrid’s nominal frequency of 𝑓nom. The charging mode is 
enabled when 𝑓MG > 𝑓nom as this indicates the availability of surplus power generation 
in microgrid whereas the discharging mode is enabled when 𝑓MG < 𝑓nom as this 
condition characterises the loading level where the microgrid needs support from the 
BES unit. The flowchart of Figure 3.26 shows the steps of operation of BES during its 
different operating modes while the schematic of the BES controller is shown in Figure 
3.27.  
A distinctive feature of the proposed method is that the BES is operating in grid-
following mode (constant PQ control) instead of the typical grid-forming mode (droop 
control) to provide the necessary support for the MG. Hence, it is controlled and  
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Figure 3.28. Proposed overload management scheme and its different modes of 
operation 
monitored through the MGCC. This proposed mechanism offers better control and 
more flexibility in power-sharing via BES units. Also, the stability issues associated 
with droop control are eliminated; as in the droop control technique, it is important to 
select the proper droop coefficients to ensure system stability [102]. Most of the 
commercially available batteries are needed to be charged in constant current-constant 
voltage mode for optimum performance and longer lifecycle, also known as healthy 
charging [114]. Such a CC-CV charging approach is not realizable in the droop control 
technique. But with the proposed BES control mechanism, constant-voltage healthy 
charging mode can be easily implemented as shown in Figure 3.27. 
3.3.3.2 Operation of BFC and BSC 
The BFC is the outermost control loop that gets activated and operates in conjunction 
with the BES controller and regulates the output power of BSC during overload 
situation. To better understand the operation of BFC and BSC, let us consider the 
flowchart of Figure 3.28. During the nominal operating condition of the MG, the BSC 
will receive the power reference from the BES controller and the charging/discharging 
mode will be decided based on the developed logic. The BFC will only get activated 
during discharge mode when there is no surplus power generation available in MG. 
Thus, the activation and operation of BFC is governed by 𝑓MG, 𝑆𝑜𝐶batt and 𝑃BSC
max. The  
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BES Frequency Controller (BFC)  
Figure 3.29. Control mechanism of BSC for overload management 
functional block diagram of BFC is shown in Figure 3.29. In the event of overloading, 
if 𝑓MG drops below 𝑓min, the BFC will get activated through the control signal of 𝑄BSC 
after a certain time delay of 𝑡act
𝐵 , if the BES SoC level is greater than the minimum 
value of 𝑆𝑂𝐶min
ICC . If not, then BFC will not get activated as the SoC level of the BES 
unit is not enough to alleviate the overload, and hence, power needs to be imported 
from neighbouring microgrids via the ICC. Similarly, when the overloading period of 
the microgrid is over, the BFC will get deactivated and the proportional-integral (PI) 
controller is reset after a certain delay of 𝑡dct
𝐵 . The input signal fed to the PI controller 
is controlled through a multiplexer to ensure proper operation and to avoid drift in PI 
controller. A low pass filter (LPF) is added to introduce a certain delay to match the 
battery response time. It is to be noted that, the delays are essential to allow a 
reasonable time for the system transients to settle down. Without a proper delay, it is 
highly possible that the self-healing agents are activated even during transients which 
will result in redundant and unnecessary power-sharing. The selection of time delays 
are based on the converter and controller dynamics, response time and band width.  
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Another mode of operation of BFC is possible when the SoC level can only alleviate 
a portion of the total overload. Hence, the total overload power demand needs to be 
shared by the BES systems of the overloaded microgrid and its neighbouring 
microgrids. This is realised by the BSC capacity evaluation block of the BFC and 
dynamically varying the parameter, 𝑃BSC
max as a function of the SoC. The arrangement 
is shown in Figure 3.29. 𝑃BFC
max is the maximum reference power generated by the PI 
controller of BFC and 𝑃BSC is the measured output power of BSC. When 𝑃BSC reaches 
its maximum limit of 𝑃BSC
max, the input of PI controller should be set to zero. The reset 
command of PI controller should not be activated at this instant as the controller must 
retain the value at its output. The output power reference produced by the PI controller 
is the portion of overload power demand that can be supplied by the BES unit as per 
its SoC level. The rest of the overload power demand must be supplied by the 
neighbouring microgrids. Hence, an activation command for the ICC must be 
produced to initiate the power-sharing through the power exchange link. 
3.3.3.3 Operation of IFC and ICC 
The second self-healing agent of the microgrid is IFC which is responsible for 
importing power from the neighbouring microgrids through the power exchange link. 
The IFC is one of the outermost control loops for ICC. The activation of IFC depends 
on two specific conditions. First, when the SoC level of BES is less than 𝑆𝑜𝐶min
ICC , i.e., 
the SoC level is not large enough to supply the required overload power demand. In 
this case, the entire overload power demand is supplied by the ICC from the 
neighbouring microgrids. Second, when the BSC reaches its maximum power limit 
while supplying overload demand as explained in the previous section. Hence, the rest 
of the overload power demand must be imported from the neighbouring microgrid 
through the ICC. These two conditions are used to derive the activation logic, 𝑄IFC, to 
activate the IFC which enables the ICC to import the required power for the overloaded 
MG. The functional block diagram of the IFC is shown in Figure 3.30. The structure 
and function of the controller are similar to BFC. During nominal operation of the 
microgrid or while a healthy microgrid supporting a neighbouring overloaded MG, the 
ICC should operate in the dc-link voltage control mode while the IFC must remain  
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Figure 3.30. Control mechanism of ICC for overload management 
deactivated. However, if the healthy microgrid that was supporting an overloaded MG, 
becomes overloaded too, the local BES system of the healthy microgrid and its BFC 
should get activated to alleviate the overload situation as long as the overload power 
is less than 𝑃BSC
max of that particular MG. If the overload power exceeds 𝑃BSC
max, then there 
is no alternative other than to initiate load-shedding. This is achieved by the activation 
logic of 𝑄ICC, as can be seen from Figure 3.30. A logic low value of 𝑄ICC indicates 
that, the microgrid is already supporting another neighbouring overloaded microgrid 
and the ICC must operate in the dc-link voltage control mode, while IFC should remain 
deactivated. The steps of operation of the control approach in such a case can be 
interpreted from the flowchart of Figure 3.28. The sequence of the control logic is 
necessary to implement the developed decentralised control approach. Otherwise, the 
interconnection among the microgrids will lead to instability throughout the entire 
system. 
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3.4 Comparison among the three topologies 
In this study, it has been established that the power exchange amongst the microgrids 
can be realised through any of the three topologies where each topology has its own 
advantages or drawbacks. However, it should be noted that such links only enable 
power exchange among the microgrids provisionally and during any contingency that 
requires to exchange 10-20% of the total generation capacity of each microgrid. To 
realise such interconnecting links that only carry a small amount of power for a short 
duration, proper economical, feasible and most optimal option needs to be selected. It 
is obvious that based on the distance among the microgrids and the amount of power 
that is going to be shared will play the most important role in selecting the most optimal 
topology for such interconnection. For microgrid clusters located in close proximity, 
ac interconnection may be more suitable and economical whereas, if the distance is 
large, then dc interconnection will be preferred. Furthermore, when selecting an ac 
interconnecting link based on the above-mentioned criteria, a single-phase link can be 
more suitable over a three-phase link or vice versa. A single-phase ac link of topology-
2, and a single-phase power electronics converter requires fewer components than a 
three-phase ac link of topology-3. Also, the required number of current and voltage 
sensors, closed-loop controllers, and signal processing circuitry is less. Nevertheless, 
the computational effort for signal processing in a single-phase voltage source 
converter is smaller compared to the three-phase converter. On the other hand, 
employing a dc interconnection reduces the number of the required interlinking 
converter by 50% and thus reducing the number of components required as well as the 
computational effort of signal processing. Applying dc-link also eliminates the 
complexity of synchronization of the converters to power exchange lines and the 
operation of the power exchange link is more versatile, robust, and flexible. This 
distinctive feature of the dc-link can be explained with the help of the presented 
simulation results discussed in the time domain case studies of the three topologies. 
A comparison among the three topologies is given in Table 3.2. In topology- 3, as the 
number of switching devices, LCL filters, and conductors is less, the power losses in 
these components will also be the minimum among all the three topologies, and a 
better converter efficiency can be achieved. At the same time, the number of sensors 
and LCL filters (the most expensive components of the converter) required for a dc-
link is 50% less than that of the three-phase link and 40% less than that of the single- 
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Table 3.2 Comparison of different topologies employed for power exchange link 
Parameters single-phase link three-phase link dc-link 
No. of switching 
devices 
10 12 6 
No. of LCL filters 4 6 3 
No. of current sensors 8 12 6 
No. of voltage sensors 8 12 6 
Number of lines 1 3 2 
 
phase link, and thus offers a substantial reduction in cost and size of the converter.  
Finally, the number of conductors required in the single-phase link is one (assuming 
earth neutral), whereas two and three conductors are required for dc and three-phase 
ac link, respectively. However, the total power that can be exchanged in a single-phase 
link is one-third of the three-phase link, whereas the maximum power that can be  
exchanged for a given voltage level, is through the dc-link. If the same amount of 
power needs to be transferred through a single-phase link, either the reference voltage 
across the filter capacitor of 𝐶f needs to be increased or the size of the conductors needs 
to be increased to minimise the line impedance (approximately, one-third than that of 
three-phase lines). Also, the coupling inductance 𝐿g needs to be reduced to 
accommodate the desired power flow. Each one of these solutions has its own 
limitation. First, the voltage reference across 𝐶f cannot be made very large as it may 
produce excess stress over the switching devices and the other components and thus 
may incur an additional cost. Also, the voltage across 𝐶f is related to the dc-link voltage 
of the converter as its value should be less than half of the dc-link voltage to avoid 
saturation. Second, using conductors with a larger cross-section area would make the 
system and its transmission structures more expensive. Third, 𝐿g cannot be made very 
small as the switching harmonics may not get properly filtered out and can cause 
harmonic distortion in the output voltage waveform. At the same time, the modified 
angle droop with virtual impedance is employed to ensure the desired power-sharing 
among the HMGs. To implement such a droop control scheme, 𝐿g needs to be large 
enough to decouple the active and reactive power-sharing and needs to be larger than 
a certain minimum value. Otherwise, it may deteriorate the property of power-sharing 
based on droop coefficients.  
The main purpose of using a single-phase ac link over a three-phase link to couple 
microgrids is to reduce the cost as the number of equipment and interconnecting lines 
will be less. However, this is valid in the case of autonomous microgrids which are 
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located close to each other in a certain geographical area. If the distance among the 
microgrids is large, then the benefits of the single-phase links over three-phase links 
may not be applicable anymore. Using dc-link to couple microgrids can be more 
feasible but, the protection equipment for dc system are expensive compare to ac 
system up to some extent. Also, the majority of the power distribution line 
infrastructure and commercially available equipment are based on ac systems. At the 
same time, the network operators are usually more accustomed to ac distribution 
systems as compared to dc systems. Moreover, dc systems would be more economical 
or cost-effective if the distance among the microgrids is long. 
 
3.5 Summary 
This chapter presented the technique and control mechanism of coupling neighbouring 
microgrids to exchange power amongst them. The designed controller and its 
frequency response characteristics are discussed. A detailed explanation of 
coordinating between different mode of operation of the converters and their 
controllers are presented. The performances of each of these techniques are validated 
through time-domain simulation and numerical analyses in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 4 Time Domain Analysis 
This chapter presents the time domain simulation used for demonstrating and 
validating the performance of the proposed control mechanism. Several case studies 
have been developed for a sample network made up individually using the three 
proposed topologies in which uncertainties in the generation of the renewable sources 
or load demand result in overloading or over-generation leading to unacceptable 
frequency and voltage deviation. It has been demonstrated in this chapter that the 
proposed control mechanism can successfully alleviate the overloading and over-
generation problems and retain the voltage and frequency. The chapter also presents a 
comparative analysis of the performance of the three proposed topologies.  
4.1 Network Under Consideration 
Let Consider a network of Figure 1.1 where 3 autonomous microgrids, each consisting 
of several DERs, distributed generators, loads, and one interlinking converter coupled 
to a power exchange link. The interlinking converter can be any one of the three 
topologies shown in Figure 1.2. The DERs are connected to the microgrid through 
VSCs which are controlled in different operating modes to regulate the power and 
frequency of each microgrid. The DERs are assumed to be operating in the 𝑃 − 𝑓 and 
𝑄 − 𝑉 droop control modes, where the voltage and frequency at the output of each 
DER is determined from [73] 
4.2 Performance Evaluation 
To evaluate the dynamic performance of the proposed control technique for all the 
three topologies, let us consider the system of Fig. 1.1 with 3 microgrids that have 
formed a CMG through a common power exchange link and power electronic 
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converters where every individual microgrid is operating under the droop control 
technique mentioned in Section 2.1. The power exchange link can be any one of the 
three proposed topologies as discussed in chapter 3. The performance of such a system 
with every topology has been evaluated under various conditions, i.e., the normal, 
overloaded, and over-generating, using different case studies. Each microgrid is 
operating under a voltage and frequency droop while the technical parameters of the 
network under consideration and the controllers are provided in Table 4.1. The time-
domain results of the study are presented in this chapter. The results show the 
frequency of each microgrid and the injected/absorbed power from/to one microgrid 
to the interconnecting lines (measured at the output of their corresponding LSCs). 
These figures also illustrate the dc-link voltage within the back-to-back converter 
(topology -1 and 2) or VSC (topology-3 and battery storage and CMG coordination), 
as well as the reference power and the voltage angle at the output of the LSCs. The 
transition of the control of the LSCs from droop to constant PQ mode and vice versa 
is also illustrated. 
4.2.1 Topology-1 (Three-phase ac link) 
The performance of proposed topology-1 is evaluated using two different case studies. 
In the first case study, the microgrids are overloaded or experiencing overgeneration 
separately whereas in the second case, overloading and overgeneration scenario are 
created simultaneously. The objective of these case studies is to validate the efficacy 
of the power exchange mechanism which demonstrates that, both overloading or over-
generation problems can be addressed effectively, and the injected/absorbed power is 
shared based on the MG’s droop ratio  
4.2.1.1 Case Study-1 (Separate overloaded and over-generating PMG) 
In this case study first MG-1 has become provisionally overloaded; thus, the other two 
HMGs (i.e., MG-2 and 3) successfully support MG-1 by supplying the required power 
demand under the proposed power exchange and control strategy. After a certain 
period, overloading in MG-1 is over and all the three microgrids operate as HMGs. 
Later, MG-3 starts experiencing over-generation, and hence, MG-1 and MG-2 start  
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Table 4.1 Technical data of network under consideration 
Network 𝑉rated = 415V, 𝑓nom = 50Hz, 𝑓min = 49.5Hz, 𝑓max = 50.2Hz, 𝑃max = 100kW, 
𝑉dc = 1.5kV,  𝑍MG = 0.1 + 𝑗0.5Ω, 𝑍line = 0.1 + 𝑗0.08Ω 
DER droop 𝑚 = 0.01Hz/kW, 𝑛 = 0.1V/kVAR 
Angle droop 𝑚d = 0.002 rad/kW, 𝑛d = 0.004V/kVAR 
DC Droop 
Parameters 
𝑚MG−1 = 2.5V/kW, 𝑚MG−2 = 5V/kW, 𝑚MG−3 = 5V/kW 
VSC and filters 𝑅f = 0.1Ω, 𝐿f = 2mH, 𝑅g(MSC) = 0.04Ω, 𝐿𝑔(MSC) = 1.36mH, 𝑅g(LSC) = 0.12Ω,  
𝐿𝑔(LSC) = 10mH, 𝐶f = 25μF, 𝐶dc = 4700μF 
Linear quadratic 
regulator gains 
𝑘1 = 58.63, 𝑘2 = 97.18, 𝑘3 = 1.2, 𝜔𝑐 = 6283.2 rad/s 
PI - PQ 
controller (MSC) 
Proportional Gain, 𝐾c = 0.628, Time Constant,  𝑇c = 0.034 s, 𝑓BW = 73.5Hz 
PI - PQ 
controller (LSC) 
Proportional Gain, 𝐾c = 0.628, Time Constant,  𝑇c = 0.0834 s, 𝑓BW = 10Hz 
Frequency 
controller 
𝐾OL = 15k, 𝑇OL = 0.025 s, 𝜔OL = 314 rad/s, 𝐾OG = 20k, 𝑇OG = 0.05 s, 𝜔OG = 37.7 
krad/s 
𝐾PLL = 5, 𝑇PLL = 0.02 s 
Dc-link voltage 
controller 
𝐾dc = 222, 𝜔z = 2.2rad/s, 𝜔p = 1000rad/s, 𝜏dc = 392.2ms, 𝑃so = 100kW, 𝑉d =
380V 
 
absorbing the excess power from it to maintain its minimum or baseload power 
demand.  
Initially, all microgrids are assumed to be operating at the steady-state condition and 
under the droop control mode with zero power exchange as all the microgrids are 
HMGs. At, 𝑡 = 𝑡1, MG-1 becomes overloaded by 20% (see Figure. 4.1a); hence, its 
frequency decreases from 49.8 to 49.3 Hz (see Figure. 4.1c). which is below the 
acceptable limit of 49.5 Hz and thus, MG-1 becomes a PMG. The frequency controller 
of MG-1 senses this situation and switches its mode of operation from droop to 
constant PQ control after a certain time delay (i.e., 0.6 s). Hence, the OLFC gets 
activated and determines the amount of power that needs to be supplied to MG-1 to 
retain its frequency back to the acceptable limit. Thus at 𝑡 = 𝑡2, MG-2 and MG-3 start 
injecting the required power of 0.155 and 0.076 pu as demanded by MG-1, 
respectively. The share of power between MG-2 and MG-3 is determined by the 
assumed (desired) droop ratio (i.e., 1: 2 in this case); thus, the power delivered by MG-
2 is twice that of MG-3, as seen from Figure. 4.1b.  
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(a) MG Power (pu)
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Figure 4.1 Simulation results of case study-1 for topology- 1.  
The required power demand of MG-1 is 0.22 pu and the rest of the power is to 
overcome the line losses. This continues until 𝑡 = 𝑡3 in which the overloading situation  
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MG-1 MG-2 MG-3 
𝑡1 OL HMG HMG 
Normal operation for MG-2 and MG-3 while MG-1 is 
overloaded. 
𝑡2 PMG HMG HMG 
MG-1 is overloaded while MG-2 and MG-3 are 
supporting it by supplying the overload power. 
𝑡3 HMG HMG HMG 
Over-generation of MG-1 is over, and all MGs become 
HMG.  
𝑡4 HMG HMG OG 
Normal operation for MG-1 and MG-2 while MG-3 is 
over-generating. 
𝑡5 HMG HMG PMG 
MG-3 over-generating while MG-1 and MG-2 are 
supporting it by absorbing the excess power. 
𝑡6 HMG HMG HMG 
Over-generation of MG-3 is over, and all MGs become 
HMG.  
 
is alleviated. At 𝑡 = 𝑡3 the overload is removed, and as soon as this occurs, the 
frequency of MG-1 increases to 49.8 Hz (i.e., above the level of minimum acceptable 
limit). Therefore, MG-1 goes back to its nominal operating condition and becomes an 
HMG. Hence, MG-2 and MG-3 cease to supply power to MG-1. After the MG-1 settles 
back as HMG and steady-state condition is reached, the frequency controller of MG-1 
switches its mode of operation from constant PQ to droop control as can be seen from 
Figure. 4.1f.  At 𝑡 = 𝑡4, MG-3 experiences an excessive power generation by 18% (see 
Figure. 4.1a), and its frequency increases from 49.94 to 50.36 Hz (see Figure. 4.1c). 
As the frequency has increased beyond the acceptable limit of 50.2 Hz, MG-3 becomes 
a PMG. Thus, the frequency controller of MG-3 senses the situation and switches its 
mode of operation from droop to constant PQ control after a certain predefined time 
delay (i.e., 0.6 s). Hence, the OGFC gets activated and determines the amount of power 
that needs to be exported from MG-3 to retain its frequency back to the acceptable 
limit. Thus at 𝑡 = 𝑡5, MG-1 and MG-2 start absorbing the required power of 0.121 and 
0.062 pu, respectively. The power-sharing between MG-1 and MG-2 is maintained as 
1: 2, as seen from Figure. 4.1b. The power delivered by MG-3 is 0.195 pu. This 
continues until 𝑡 = 𝑡6 in which the situation of excessive generation in MG-3 is 
alleviated and the frequency of MG-3 decreases to 49.94 Hz (i.e., below the level of 
the maximum acceptable limit of 50.2 Hz). Therefore, MG-3 goes back to its nominal 
operating condition and becomes an HMG. Hence, MG-1 and MG-2 cease to absorb 
power form MG-3. After MG-3 settles back as HMG and steady-state condition is 
attained, the frequency controller of MG-3 switches its mode of operation from 
constant PQ to droop control. Table 4.2 summarises the events applied to the 
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microgrids and the corresponding actions taken according to the proposed control 
mechanism for case study-1. 
4.2.1.2 Case Study-2 (Simultaneous overloaded and over-generating PMG) 
Now, let us assume that the system is at steady-state condition initially, and all 
microgrids are healthy and the LSCs operating under droop. At 𝑡 =  𝑡1, MG-1 
becomes overloaded by 20% (see Figure. 4.2a), and hence, its frequency decreases to 
49.3Hz (lower than the minimum frequency limit of 49.5Hz). Thus, after a predefined 
delay of 0.6s, MG-1 changes its mode from droop to constant PQ control and at 𝑡 =
 𝑡2, MG-2 and 3 start to transfer power to MG-1 to retain its frequency back to the 
acceptable limit (see Figure. 4.2c). Note that, the power delivered by MG-2 is twice 
that of MG-3. This is determined by the employed 1: 2 droop ratios. At 𝑡 =  𝑡3, MG-
3 experiences over-generation after an internal demand decrease. As such, it turns into 
an FMG and later a PMG after 0.6s of delay at 𝑡 =  𝑡4. In such a condition, MG-3 
changes its mode from droop control to constant PQ control with zero power-sharing 
(i.e., the floating mode) as it is not participating in supplying MG-1. During this 
interval, MG-2 supplies all the excess demand of MG-1 alone. At 𝑡 =  𝑡5, MG-3 
changes its mode of operation to constant PQ and feeds its excess power of 0.12 pu to 
MG-1. Hence, MG-2 only supplies the rest of the MG-1’s excess demand. At 𝑡 =  𝑡6, 
MG-1’s overloading is eased following the reduction in its internal demand by 20%. 
Thus, MG-1 becomes an HMG. However, it cannot be allowed to switch back to droop 
mode as it cannot be synchronised with the interconnecting link. So, it continues its 
operation under the constant PQ mode but with zero output power reference (as FMG).  
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(g) Mode transition Control Signal
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Figure 4.2 Simulation results of case study-2 for topology- 1.  
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Table 4.3 Overloading and over-generating events applied to microgrids in case study-





MG-1 MG-2 MG-3 
𝑡1 OL HMG HMG 
Normal operation for MG-2 and MG-3 while MG-1 is 
overloaded. 
𝑡2 PMG HMG HMG 
MG-1 becomes overloaded, and hence, MG-2 and 3 
support it. 
𝑡3 PMG HMG OG MG-3 is over-generating. 
𝑡4 PMG HMG FMG 
MG-3 changes its operation mode from droop to PQ 
but shares zero power. MG-2 is supporting MG-1. 
𝑡5 PMG HMG PMG Both MG-1 and 3 are supported by MG-2. 
𝑡6 FMG HMG PMG 
MG-1 overload condition is removed while MG-2 is 
supporting MG-3. 
𝑡7 HMG HMG HMG 
All the MGs become HMG and all MGs switch to 
droop mode. 
 
In this condition, the excess power of MG-3 is consumed by MG-2. Finally, at 𝑡 =
 𝑡7, all the microgrids become HMGs. After a delay of 2s (determined by the mode 
transition controller), both MG-1 and 3 change back to droop mode and resumes 
operating under their normal condition. Table 4.3 summarises the events applied to the 
microgrids and the corresponding actions taken according to the proposed control 
mechanism for case study- 2. 
4.2.2 Topology-2 
The performance of proposed topology-2 is evaluated using three different case 
studies. In the first two case studies, there is one overloaded or over-generating PMG 
supported by two HMGs. The shared injected or absorbed power between two HMGs, 
is based on the preset droop coefficient values. The third case study demonstrates the 
ability of the proposed control mechanism to address the most extreme scenario, where 
two simultaneously overloaded and over-generating PMG are supported by a single 
HMG.  
4.2.2.1 Case Study-1 (Overloaded PMG) 
This study case assumes that MG-1 has become provisionally overloaded; thus, the 
other two HMGs (i.e., MG-2 and 3) successfully support MG-1 by injecting the 
required power demand under the proposed power exchange and control strategy. 
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Figure 4.3 Simulation results of case study-1 for topology- 2.  
Initially, all microgrids are assumed to be HMGs and operating at the steady-state 
condition and under droop control. At, 𝑡 = 𝑡1, MG-1 becomes overloaded by 18% (see 
Figure. 4.3a); hence, its frequency decreases from 49.85 to 49.38 Hz (see Figure. 4.3c). 
As the frequency has fallen beyond the acceptable limit of 49.5 Hz, MG-1 
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MG-1 MG-2 MG-3 
𝑡1 OL HMG HMG 
Normal operation for MG-2 and 3 while MG-1 is 
overloaded. 
𝑡2 PMG HMG HMG 
MG-1 is overloaded while MG-2 and 3 are 
supporting it by supplying the overload power. 
𝑡3 HMG HMG HMG 
Over-generation of MG-1 is over, and all MGs 
become HMG.  
 
becomes a PMG. Thus, the LSC controller of MG-1 senses this situation and switches 
its mode of operation from droop to constant PQ control after a certain time delay (i.e., 
0.7 s). With this change, the frequency controller gets activated and determines the 
amount of power that needs to be transferred to MG-1 to retain its frequency back to 
the acceptable limit. Thus at 𝑡 = 𝑡2, MG-2 and MG-3 start injecting the required power 
of 0.174 and 0.086 pu as demanded by MG-1, respectively. The power-sharing 
between MG-2 and MG-3 is determined by the assumed (desired) droop ratio (i.e., 1: 
2 in this case); thus, the power delivered by MG-2 is twice that of MG-3, as seen from 
Figure. 4.3b. The required power demand of MG-1 is 0.237 pu and the rest of the 
power is to overcome the line losses. This continues until 𝑡 = 𝑡3 in which the 
overloading situation is alleviated. At 𝑡 = 𝑡3 the overload is removed, and as soon as 
this occurs, the frequency of MG-1 increases to 49.86 Hz (i.e., above the level of 
minimum acceptable limit). Therefore, MG-1 goes back to its nominal operating 
condition and becomes an HMG. Hence, MG-2 and MG-3 cease to transfer power to 
MG-1. After the MG-1 settles back as HMG and steady-state condition is reached, the 
LSC controller of MG-1 switches its mode of operation from constant PQ to droop 
control. Table 4.4 summarises the events applied to the microgrids and the 
corresponding actions taken according to the proposed control mechanism for case 
study- 1. 
4.2.2.2 Case Study-2 (Over-generating PMG) 
This study case assumes that MG-1 experiences an excess power generation from its 
renewable-based DGs; thus, the other two HMGs (i.e., MG-2 and 3) successfully 
support MG-1 by absorbing the required amount of this excess power under the  
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Figure 4.4 Simulation results of case study-2 for topology- 2.  
proposed power exchange and control strategy. 
Initially, all microgrids are assumed to be HMGs and operating at the steady-state 
condition and under droop control. At 𝑡 = 𝑡1, MG-1 experiences an excessive power 
generation of 17% (see Figure. 4.4a), and its frequency increases from 50.03 to 
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MG-1 MG-2 MG-3 
𝑡1 OG HMG HMG 
Normal operation for MG-2 and 3 while MG-1 is 
over-generating. 
𝑡2 PMG HMG HMG 
MG-1 over-generating while MG-2 and 3 are 
supporting it by absorbing the excess power. 
𝑡3 HMG HMG HMG 
Over-generation of MG-1 is over, and all MGs 
become HMG.  
 
50.36 Hz (see Figure. 4.4c). As the frequency has increased beyond the acceptable 
limit of 50.2 Hz, MG-1 becomes a PMG. Thus, the LSC controller of MG-1 senses the 
situation and switches its mode of operation from droop to constant PQ control after a 
certain time delay (i.e., 0.7 s). With this change, the frequency controller gets activated 
and determines the amount of power that needs to be exported from MG-1 to retain its 
frequency back to the acceptable limit. Thus at 𝑡 = 𝑡2, MG-2 and 3 starts absorbing 
the required power of 0.104 pu and 0.051 pu, respectively. The power-sharing between 
MG-2 and 3 is again maintained as 1:2, as seen from Figure. 4.4b. The power delivered 
by MG-1 is 0.16 pu. This continues until 𝑡 = 𝑡3 in which the situation of excessive 
generation in MG-1 is alleviated. As soon as this occurs, the frequency of MG-1 
decreases to 50.02 Hz (i.e., below the level of maximum acceptable limit). Therefore, 
MG-1 goes back to its nominal operating condition and becomes an HMG. Hence, 
MG-2 and MG-3 cease to absorb power from MG-1. After MG-1 settles back as HMG 
and steady-state condition is attained, the LSC controller of MG-1 switches its mode 
of operation from constant PQ to droop control. Table 4.5 summarises the events 
applied to the microgrids and the corresponding actions taken according to the 
proposed control mechanism for case study- 2 
4.2.2.3 Case Study-3 (Two PMGs; one Overloaded and one Over-generating) 
Let us assume that the system is at steady-state condition initially, and all microgrids 
are healthy and the LSCs are operating under droop. At 𝑡 =  𝑡1, MG-3 experiences 
over-generation by 8% after an internal demand decrease (see Figure. 4.5a), and hence, 
its frequency rises to 50.28Hz (higher than the maximum frequency limit of 50.2Hz).  
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Figure 4.5 Simulation results of case study-3 for topology- 2.  
Thus, after a predefined delay of 0.6s, MG-3 changes its operation mode from droop 
to constant PQ control, and at 𝑡 =  𝑡2, MG-1 and 2 start to absorb the excess power 
from MG-3 so that its frequency is retained back to the acceptable limit (see Figure.  
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Table 4.6 Overloading and over-generating events applied to microgrids in case study-





MG-1 MG-2 MG-3 
𝑡1 HMG HMG OG 
Normal operation for MG-1 and MG-2 while MG-3 is 
over-generating. 
𝑡2 HMG HMG PMG 
MG-3 becomes over-generating, and hence, MG-1 and 
2 support it. 
𝑡3 OL HMG PMG MG-1 is overloaded. 
𝑡4 FMG HMG PMG 
MG-1 changes its operation mode from droop to PQ but 
shares zero power. MG-2 is supporting MG-3. 
𝑡5 PMG HMG PMG Both MG-1 and 3 are supported by MG-2. 
𝑡6 FMG HMG PMG 
MG-1’s overload condition is removed while MG-2 is 
supporting MG-3. 
𝑡7 FMG HMG FMG 
MG-3’s over-generation is over and both MG-1 and 
MG-3 are in PQ mode with zero power-sharing 
𝑡8 HMG HMG HMG 
All MGs become HMG and all MGs switch to droop 
mode. 
 
4.5c). Note that, the power delivered by MG-2 (𝑃𝑔2 = −0.0474 pu) is twice that of 
MG-1 (𝑃𝑔1 = −0.024 pu). This is determined by the employed 1: 2 droop ratios 
between these microgrids (see Figure. 4.5b). At 𝑡 =  𝑡3, MG-1 becomes overloaded 
by 10% and its frequency falls to 49.4 Hz. As such, it turns into an FMG and later a 
PMG after 0.6s of delay at 𝑡 =  𝑡4. In such a condition, MG-1 changes its operation 
mode from droop control to constant PQ control with zero power-sharing (i.e., the 
floating mode) as it is not participating in absorbing any excess power from MG-3. 
During this interval, MG-2 absorbs all excess power of MG-3 alone. At 𝑡 =  𝑡5, MG-
1 starts to receive power from both over-generating PMG of MG-3 and HMG of MG-
2. First, MG-1 absorbs the total over-generating power (𝑃𝑔3 = 0.075 pu) of MG-3 and 
the rest of the overload demand is supplied by MG-2 (𝑃𝑔2 = 0.025 pu) to retain MG-
1’s frequency back to the minimum limit of 49.5Hz. At 𝑡 =  𝑡6, MG-1’s overloading 
is eased following the reduction in its internal demand by 10%. Thus, MG-1 becomes 
an HMG. However, it cannot be allowed to switch back to droop mode as it cannot be 
synchronised with the interconnecting link. So, it continues its operation under the 
constant PQ mode but with zero output power reference (as an FMG). In this condition, 
the excess power of MG-3 is consumed by MG-2 only. Finally, at 𝑡 =  𝑡7, the over-
generation of MG-3 is over and all microgrids become HMGs, but both MG-1 and 
MG-3 will continue to operate as FMG until the droop angle of the interconnecting 
lines returns back to 𝛿o. Once the desired value of 𝛿o is attained, indicating that, there 
is no power exchange taking place in the link (i.e., all microgrids are HMGs), and after 
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a preset delay of 2s (determined by the mode transition controller), both MG-1 and 3 
change their operation mode back to droop mode. All microgrids resume operating 
under their normal condition with no power flow in the power exchange link. Table 
4.6 summarises the events applied to the microgrids and the corresponding actions 
taken according to the proposed control mechanism for study case- 3. 
4.2.3 Topology-3 
The performance of proposed topology-3 is evaluated using two different case studies 
under both balanced (case-1) and unbalanced (case-2) loading condition of CMG. In 
both case studies, two PMGs (one overloaded and one over-generating) are supported 
by one HMG. The purpose of this case study is to demonstrate the capability and 
efficacy of the proposed power exchange mechanism in alleviating overloading/over-
generation scenario even when the microgrids are heavily unbalanced. 
4.2.3.1 Case Study-1 (Balanced CMG) 
Initially let us assume the system is at the steady-state condition and all the microgrids 
are at the HMG mode. Therefore, the VSCs of all HMGs are operating under the dc 
voltage droop control mode (i.e. their output power is zero and the voltage at their dc-
link is 1 pu); thus, there is no power flow in the power exchange dc-link.  
Referring to Figure 4.6, At 𝑡 =  𝑡1, MG-3 becomes overloaded by 17%, and hence, its 
frequency drops to 49.33 Hz (i.e., below the frequency limit of 49.5 Hz) while the 
other two microgrids are still at the mode of operation from dc voltage droop control 
to constant PQ mode, requesting an active power demand of 0.167 pu to alleviate the 
overloading situation. As a result, at 𝑡 =  𝑡2, the other two HMGs start to support MG-
3 by injecting the required demand after a pre-defined delay of 0.6 s. MG-2 supplies 
0.065 pu of power while MG-1 provides 0.122 pu which is twice that of MG-2 because 
of the preset ratio of droop coefficients (𝑚MG-2/𝑚MG-1 = 2: 1) and thus, the frequency 
of MG-3 is retained back to the desired limit of 49.5 Hz. This continues until 𝑡 =  𝑡3 
at which MG-2 experiences excess-generation, and thus, its frequency rises and settles 
at 50.35 Hz (beyond the acceptable limit of 50.3 Hz in this particular  
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Figure 4.6 Simulation results of case study-1 for topology- 3.  
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MG-1 MG-2 MG-3 
𝑡1 HMG HMG OL 
Normal operation for MG-1 and 2 while MG-3 is 
overloaded. 
𝑡2 HMG HMG PMG 
MG-3 switches to PQ mode to absorb power and MG-
1 and 2 are operating in droop to support it. 
𝑡3 OG HMG PMG MG-1 is over-generating. 
𝑡4 FMG HMG PMG 
MG-1 changes its operation mode from droop to PQ 
but shares zero power. MG-2 is supporting MG-3. 
𝑡5 PMG HMG PMG Both MG-1 and 3 are supported by MG-2. 
𝑡6 PMG HMG FMG 
MG-3’s overload condition is removed while MG-2 is 
supporting MG-1. 
𝑡7 PMG HMG HMG MG-3 joins MG-2 in dc droop mode to support MG-1 
𝑡8 HMG HMG HMG 
MG-1’s overgeneration is over. All the MGs become 
HMG and all MGs switch to droop mode. 
 
case) at 𝑡 =  𝑡4. During this interval, the frequency controller of MG-2 is triggered 
and determines the amount of power that needs to be exported to the dc-link to regulate 
its frequency to the desired level. It changes its mode of operation from dc voltage 
droop control to constant PQ mode at 𝑡 =  𝑡5, and the VSC of MG-2 starts exporting 
power of 0.125 pu. This power is absorbed by the overloaded PMG of MG-3, as well 
as the HMG of MG-1. MG-3 only absorbs the amount of power needed to improve its 
overloading while the remainder of the excess power is absorbed by MG-1. This 
scenario continues until 𝑡 =  𝑡6 at which the overloading of MG-3 is removed and 
does not need external support. As a result, the VSC of MG-3 switches its mode of 
operation from constant PQ mode to the dc voltage droop control mode with zero 
power exchange. However, as the CMG still includes an over-generating PMG (i.e., 
MG-2), the HMG of MG-3 starts to absorb a portion of the excess power at 𝑡 =  𝑡7 in 
addition to MG-1. The amount of the power absorbed by MG-1 and MG-3 is again 
determined based on the ratio of their dc voltage droop coefficients (i.e., 
𝑃MG-1: 𝑃MG-3 = 𝑚MG-3: 𝑚MG-1 = 2 ∶ 1). At 𝑡 =  𝑡8, the situation of excess generation 
in MG-2 is alleviated and goes back to its nominal operating condition to become an 
HMG. Thus, the exchange of power is ceased and the VSC of MG-2 switches back to 
dc voltage droop. Table 4.7 summarises the events applied to the microgrids and the 
corresponding actions taken according to the proposed control mechanism for study 
case- 1 
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4.2.3.2 Case Study-2 (Unbalanced CMG) 
Let us assume all the microgrids are HMG and hence, the VSC of all HMGs are 
operating under the dc voltage droop control mode with no power flow in the power 
exchange dc-link. Unlike, case- 1, all the microgrids are heavily unbalanced as can be 
seen from Figure 4.7. All the three MG’s individual per phase load power and their 
variation over the simulation period are shown.  
At 𝑡 =  𝑡1, MG-2 starts over-generation by 10% due to withdrawal of some connected 
loads (note that all the phases are underloaded nonuniformly and the underloaded 
microgrid is heavily unbalanced), and hence, its frequency rises to 50.4 Hz (i.e., over 
the maximum frequency limit of 50.3 Hz) while the other two microgrids are still at 
the healthy condition. Therefore, the VSC of MG-2 changes its mode of operation from 
dc voltage droop control to constant PQ mode and starts to deliver an active power of 
0.1pu to alleviate the over-generation situation. As a result, at 𝑡 =  𝑡2, the other two 
HMGs start to support MG-2 by absorbing the excess power produced by it after a pre-
defined delay of 0.6 s. MG-1 absorbs 0.062 pu of power while MG-3 absorbs 0.03 pu 
which is half of that of MG-1 because of the preset ratio of droop coefficients 
(𝑚MG-3/𝑚MG-1 = 2: 1) and thus, the frequency of MG-2 is regulated to the desired 
maximum limit of 50.3 Hz. It may be noted here that, the choice of droop coefficients 
to share power depends on the microgrid loading condition. As the connected load in 
MG-1 is higher than MG-3, the former is allowed to receive more power than the latter. 
This continues until 𝑡 =  𝑡3 at which MG-1 experiences overloading of 20% due to 
the addition of loads in phase-b and c, and thus, its frequency falls and settles at 49.35 
Hz (beyond the acceptable minimum limit of 49.5 Hz in this particular case). During 
this interval, the frequency controller of MG-1 is triggered and determines the amount 
of power that needs to be imported from the dc-link to regulate its frequency to the 
desired level. It changes its mode of operation from dc voltage droop control to 
constant PQ mode and at 𝑡 =  𝑡4, the VSC of MG-1 starts absorbing power of 0.2 pu. 
This power is provided by the over-generating PMG of MG-2, as well as the HMG of 
MG-3. MG-1 only absorbs the amount of power needed to improve its overloading as 
a result MG-3 starts to deliver a power of 0.12pu in addition to the excess power of 
0.1pu as provided by MG-2 which is also operating as a PMG. This scenario continues 
until 𝑡 =  𝑡5 at which the overloading of MG-1 is removed and does not need external  
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Figure 4.7 Simulation results of case study-2 for topology- 3.  
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Table 4.8 Over-generation and overloading events applied to microgrids in case study-





MG-1 MG-2 MG-3 
𝑡1 HMG OG HMG 
Normal operation for MG-1 and 3 while MG-2 is 
over-generating. 
𝑡2 HMG PMG HMG 
MG-2 switches to PQ mode to deliver power and MG-
1 and 3 are operating in droop to support it. 
𝑡3 OL PMG HMG MG-1 is over-loaded. 
𝑡4 PMG PMG HMG 
MG-1 changes its operation mode from droop to PQ to 
receive power. Both MG-1 and 2 are supported by 
MG-3. 
𝑡5 FMG PMG HMG 
MG-1’s overload is removed while MG-3 was 
supporting MG-2. MG-1 exchanges zero power at this 
instant. 
𝑡6 HMG PMG HMG 
MG-1 switches to droop and joins MG-3 in supporting 
MG-2.  
𝑡7 HMG PMG HMG 
MG-2’s over-generation is reduced but still remains 
overloaded. The absorbed power by HMGs is 
adjusted. 
𝑡8 HMG HMG HMG 
MG-2’s overgeneration is over. All the MGs become 
HMG and all MGs switch to droop mode. 
 
support. As a result, the VSC of MG-1 switches its mode of operation from constant 
PQ mode to the dc voltage droop control mode with zero power exchange. However, 
as the CMG still includes an over-generating PMG (i.e., MG-2), the HMG of MG-3 
starts to absorb the excess power of MG-2.  At 𝑡 =  𝑡6 MG-1 switches back in dc 
droop mode and starts absorbing excess power in addition to MG-3, based on their 
preset droop coefficient value as before. At 𝑡 =  𝑡7, some load is added back to phase-
b of MG-2 and hence reduces the excess generation from 10% to 6%. The frequency 
controller of MG-2 adjusts the power reference to 0.06pu and thus the power absorbed 
by MG-1 and MG-3 are 0.038pu and 0.018pu respectively. At 𝑡 =  𝑡8, the situation of 
excess generation in MG-2 is alleviated and goes back to its nominal operating 
condition to become an HMG. Thus, the exchange of power is ceased and the VSC of 
MG-2 switches back to dc voltage droop. Table 4.8 summarises the events applied to 
the microgrids and the corresponding actions taken according to the proposed control 
mechanism for study case- 2 
4.2.4 Coordinated Control Mechanism among BESs and CMGs 
To evaluate the dynamic performance of the proposed coordinated control mechanism 
of power-sharing among BESs and CMGs, let us consider the system of Fig. 3.22 with  
























































































Figure 4.8 Status of self-healing agents and converters in 6 different case studies. 
two (for study cases 1-5) and three microgrids (for study case 6) are connected through 
a dc power exchange link, respectively. The performance of such a system has been 
evaluated through six study cases, as illustrated schematically in Figure 4.8, and 
discussed separately in this section. In these studies, the maximum capacity of each 
microgrid is 70kW and the minimum acceptable frequency limit is 49.8Hz while the 
nominal frequency is 50Hz. The base power is assumed as 100 kVA while the base dc 
voltage in the power exchange link is assumed as 1kV. 
In these study cases, to replicate non-ideal scenarios, all the power electronic 
converters are represented by their detailed switching model and the conventional 
close loop control systems are carefully designed with necessary gain and phase 
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margins, so that rated power exchange can take place within the network and their 
stability limits. Each assumed microgrid also consists of two or more power electronic 
converter based DERs, operating under droop control, and one power electronic 
converter interfaced with BES. Furthermore, different operating and loading 
conditions of the microgrids and their BES are considered such as – independent/joint 
operation of the controllers, transition in controller actions and light/moderate/heavy 
overloading. All the control actions are carried out using local measurements only and 
without any data communication among the controllers and converters. 
4.2.4.1 Case Study-1 (Light Overloading) 
To verify the ability of each microgrid to operate independently and addressing the 
overloading problem, let us consider the network of Figure 4.8a and assume that both 
microgrids are initially operating at the steady-state condition and under the droop 
control. In this particular study case, both microgrids will be lightly overloaded, and 
the situation can be alleviated by their respective BES units. Hence, no external power 
support is required. The applied events in both microgrids at different time instants are 
as follows while the simulation results of the microgrids are shown in Figure 4.9. 
The BES unit of MG-1 and 2 are initially in discharging mode and respectively 
providing a power of 0.1 and 0.075 pu. At 𝑡 = 0.7 s, MG-1 becomes overloaded by 
15% (see Figure 4.9a); hence, its frequency decreases to 49.7 Hz (see Figure 4.9e). As 
the frequency has fallen beyond the acceptable limit of 49.8 Hz, MG-1’s BFC gets 
activated after a fixed delay of 0.5 s. The controller determines the amount of overload, 
𝑃BSC−1
OL , to bring the frequency back to its acceptable limit. The BES unit adjusts its 
reference power, 𝑃BSC−1
ref , and starts to inject the required power to alleviate the 
overload situation. At 𝑡 = 2.5 s, the BES power level has decreased from 0.1 to 0.075 
pu, based on its SoC level, as decided by the MGCC. Thus, the BFC again adjusts the 
power level to maintain the frequency at 49.8 Hz. At 𝑡 = 4 s, the overloading of MG-
1 is removed, and it goes back to normal operating condition. The BFC sets the 
reference overload power to zero and gets deactivated after a delay of 0.4 s. MG-1 
continues to receive 0.075 pu of power from BES as decided by MGCC. 
Now, let us consider the scenarios applied in the case of MG-2. MG-2 was initially at 
the steady-state condition while MG-1 was undergoing the overloading scenarios. As  
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(a) MG-1 Power (pu)
(b) BES-1 Power (pu)
(c) MG-2 Power (pu)
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Figure 4.9 Simulation results for light overloading in case study-1. 
the ICC and the power exchange link provide complete isolation among the 
microgrids, any changes in MG-1 does not affect the operation of MG-2, and thus 
ensures complete autonomy in the operation of the microgrids. At 𝑡 = 1.5 s, 13% 
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overload is applied in MG-2, and thus frequency goes below 49.8 Hz (See Figure 4.9c 
and 4.9e). The BFC of MG-2 gets activated after 0.5 s and starts to inject additional 
power of 0.055 pu to the MG-2 to retain the frequency back to 49.8 Hz. At 𝑡 = 3 s, 
the overload is reduced by 8%, and hence the new overload level is 5%. Therefore, the 
BFC reduces the reference power to the new value of 0.005 pu. At 𝑡 = 5 s, the overload 
is completely removed and the BFC gets deactivated after 0.4 s as the microgrid returns 
to the normal operation. 
4.2.4.2 Case Study-2 (Moderate Overloading) 
Let us assume, a scenario in which a microgrid is moderately overloaded, but the BES 
unit does not have enough energy storage to alleviate the overload. At that instant, if 
the neighbouring microgrid has excess power available, it can supply the required 
power to the overloaded microgrid through the power exchange link. The schematic 
of the considered network is shown in Figure. 4.8b while the simulation results are 
provided in Figure 4.10. Let us assume a scenario in which MG-2 is overloaded by 
20% at 𝑡 = 0.3 s, and hence its frequency drops below 49.8 Hz. During this time, the 
BES of MG-2 is not in operation due to its low stored energy level, i.e., the SoC of the 
BES unit is below 𝑆𝑂𝐶min
ICC . As a result, the BFC remains inactive and the IFC gets 
activated by sensing the frequency deviation and low level of SoC. First, the IFC will 
change the mode of operation of ICC from dc-link voltage control to constant PQ 
control mode. After a preset delay of 0.4 s, the IFC calculates the amount of overload 
power that needs to be imported from MG-1 to retain the frequency back to 49.8 Hz 
through the ICC of MG-2. It may be noted that the ICC of MG-1 will continue to 
operate in maintaining the dc-link voltage of the power exchange link and operates in 
its nominal condition. A power of 0.2 pu is required to alleviate the overload situation 
of MG-2 as can be seen from Figure 4.10c, denoted as 𝑃g2. The power supplied by 
MG-1 is slightly higher over 0.2 pu because of the losses in the converter and tie-line 
as denoted by 𝑃g1. At 𝑡 = 1.3 s, an additional 15% load is added to MG-1. Due to the 
addition of this load, while it was supporting MG-2 to alleviate its overloading, MG-1 
also becomes overloaded by 5%. The SoC level of BES in MG-1 is over nominal value 
and was delivering power of 0.1pu while it was overloaded. Hence, additional power 
needs to be supplied by the BES and thus the BFC of MG-1 is activated. It determines  
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Figure 4.10 Simulation results for moderate overloading in case study-2. 
the required overload power to be supplied is 0.05 pu and the total output power of 
BSC of MG-1 is 0.15 pu, as can be seen from Figure 4.10d. This scenario continues 
until 𝑡 = 3.2 s at which the overloading of MG-2 is removed and MG-2’s frequency 
increases above the minimum limit. Therefore, MG-2 goes back to the normal 
operating condition. As MG-1 does not need to support MG-2 anymore, the frequency 
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of MG-1 also increases above the minimum limit of 49.8 Hz at the same time and MG-
1 goes back to its nominal operating condition as soon as MG-2’s overload is removed. 
MG-1 continues to operate nominally with an additional 15% added load until 𝑡 = 4.2 
s when the additional load is also removed from MG-1. The respective control signals 
for activating the self-healing agents are shown in Figure 4.10f. It is to be noted that 
the IFC is activated for MG-2 as it needed support through the power exchange link 
while BFC was activated for MG-1 as it is supported by its local BES unit. It may also 
be noted here that both IFCs must not get activated at the same time in the event of 
overloading as there will be no converter to regulate the voltage of the power exchange 
link. This is realised by the ICC detection loop (which is a window detector circuit). 
The time delay in the deactivation of IFC is greater than BFC as IFC must wait for a 
longer period to allow the dc-link voltage to settle down and reach the steady-state. 
When the IFC is deactivated, the control of the corresponding ICC shifts from constant 
PQ control mode to dc-link voltage control mode. 
4.2.4.3 Case Study-3 (Controller Transition) 
Let us consider the network of Figure 4.8c and assume a scenario in which a microgrid 
is lightly overloaded, and the situation can be alleviated easily just by the BES unit 
itself. But if the overloading continues for a long duration of time, the BES’s stored 
energy will be depleted rapidly. As a result, the SoC level is also decreasing in 
proportion to its stored energy. At some point, the BES will stop supporting the 
microgrid due to the lack of adequate stored energy. Therefore, a transition in the 
control action needs to take place, i.e., the IFC should take over in the place of the 
BFC to alleviate the overload. This transition in control should be done smoothly and 
without causing any stability issues. The simulation results of this case are provided in 
Figure. 4.11. Let us assume MG-1 is operating nominally with the BES supplying 
power of 0.025 pu at an SoC level of 65%. At 𝑡 = 0.2 s, the microgrid is overloaded 
by 6%. Thus, the BFC gets activated and starts to supply an additional power of 0.06 
pu to alleviate the overloading. Hence, the total power provided by the BES unit to the 
microgrid is 0.085 pu as can be seen in Figure. 4.11d. At 𝑡 = 2.35 s, the SoC of BES 
in MG-1 goes below the minimum limit of 𝑆𝑜𝐶min
ICC , which is assumed to be 55% in 
this study and hence the BFC gets deactivated as per the developed control logic. 
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Figure 4.11 Simulation results for controller transition in case study-3. 
In this instant, the BES is providing only power of 0.025pu, instead of the required 
power of 0.085 pu. Hence, MG-1 becomes overloaded again and the frequency falls 
below 49.8 Hz. It is then sensed by the IFC and therefore, gets activated at 𝑡 = 2.5 s. 
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The subsequent steps of operation of IFC are the same as it was in the study case-2. 
IFC enables the ICC to import a power of 0.06 pu from MG-2 to alleviate the overload. 
This is continued until 𝑡 = 3.8 s at which the BES of MG-1 completely stops supplying 
power to MG-1 as decided by the MGCC based on its SoC level. Therefore, the IFC 
adjusts the required power demand to retain the frequency back to 49.8 Hz once again. 
The overload of MG-1 is removed at 𝑡 = 5.2 s and it goes back to its nominal operation 
again. The IFC waits for a certain time for the dc-link voltage to settle and then 
switches back to the dc-link voltage control mode. 
4.2.4.4 Case Study-4 (Heavy Overloading-1) 
To alleviate a heavy overloading situation, the total power may be shared between the 
local BES and the neighbouring MG. In the event of any overloading, it is expected 
that the microgrid should first try to alleviate the problem using local BES. If the stored 
energy of BES or the capacity of the BSC is not enough to address the overload 
problem, the microgrid should start importing power through ICC. Both BSC and ICC 
should operate simultaneously to supply the overload power demand. Now, let us 
consider the network of Figure. 4.8d. Let us assume a scenario where both the 
microgrids are operating in nominal condition as can be seen in Figure. 4.12. The SoC 
level of both BESs is at the maximum level. Hence both are supplying rated discharge 
power of 0.1pu to their respective microgrids. At 𝑡 = 0.2 s, 18% overload has occurred 
in MG-2, and as a result, the frequency drops drastically below 49.8 Hz. This situation 
is sensed by BFC and it gets activated at 𝑡 = 0.5 s. At 𝑡 = 0.7 s, the BFC starts to 
generate the reference power to alleviate the overload situation as can be seen from 
Figure. 4.12c. Due to heavy overloading, the required power reference produced by 
the PI controller exceeds the maximum rated capacity of BSC, 𝑃BSC
max, which is assumed 
as 0.2 pu in this study. Hence, the PI controller should freeze (not reset) by setting its 
input to zero using the multiplexer circuit. Thus, the output of the PI controller will 
retain the evaluated value which is the maximum power that can be delivered by the 
BES unit at that SoC level. This is realised by comparing the instantaneous output 
power of BSC, 𝑃BSC, with 𝑃BSC
max. The parameter of 𝑃BSC
max can be dynamically varied 
and evaluated based on the SoC level. In this study case, 𝑃BSC
max is set based on the 
BSC’s maximum capacity, as BES’s SoC level is at its maximum level. In any other  
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Figure 4.12 Simulation results for heavy overloading- 1 in case study- 4. 
scenario, 𝑃BSC
max can be evaluated dynamically based on the BES’ SoC level. This means 
that even though the BSC is capable to handle the required overload power, the SoC 
level of the BES is insufficient to produce it. Hence, 𝑃BSC
max needs to be updated 
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dynamically based on its SoC level and such freezing mechanism of PI controller is 
needed for this purpose. While both BSC and BES reach their maximum power limit 
of 0.2 pu, the overloading of the microgrid is not alleviated, and hence, the frequency 
still stays below 49.8Hz, as can be seen from Figure. 4.12b and 4.12c. This situation 
makes the IFC gets activated at 𝑡 = 1.1 s. The ICC of MG-2 changes its operation 
from the dc-link voltage control mode to constant PQ mode and starts importing power 
from MG-1 at 𝑡 = 1.5 s. Thus, the overload of the MG-2 is alleviated with both self-
healing agents working simultaneously during which the BSC provides a power of 0.1 
pu while the ICC supplies power of 0.12 pu, as can be seen from Figure. 4.12d. Due 
to the rapid discharge rate of BES-2 (as it is operating at its maximum capacity due to 
overload), at 𝑡 = 3 s, the MGCC reduces the power from 0.1 to 0.05 pu. Therefore, 
the IFC increases the ICC’s power reference to maintain the frequency at 49.8 Hz. At 
𝑡 = 4.5 s, MG-1 becomes overloaded by 6%. The BFC of MG-1 gets activated and 
alleviates the overload situation. At 𝑡 = 7.5 s, the overloading of MG-2 is removed, 
and as a result, both microgrids are back to normal operation. It should be noted that 
all the four converters of both microgrids (i.e., 2 BSCs and 2 ICCs) were active and 
working in conjunction to alleviate the overload situation. The BFCs of both 
microgrids were active whereas the IFC of only MG-2 was active (as both IFCs are 
not allowed to get activated simultaneously). This is realised by the activated control 
signals, as shown in Figure. 4.12h.  
4.2.4.5 Case Study-5 (Heavy Overloading-2) 
To investigate the efficacy and capability of alleviating the overloading situation in a 
decentralised manner, another heavy overloading situation is considered. This study 
verifies that a lightly or moderately overloaded microgrid which is being supported by 
its BES can support its heavily overloaded neighbouring microgrid through 
interconnection. The proposed decentralised topology will enable the microgrids to 
exchange power among themselves during overload situation as long as at least one 
IFC is inactive. In other words, as long as a microgrid exists that is capable of 
regulating the voltage of the power exchange link, the exchange of power among them 
can take place, even though that particular microgrid may be overloaded and being 
supported by its BES unit. Consider the network of Figure. 4.8e for this study while  
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Figure 4.13 Simulation results for heavy overloading- 2 in case study- 5. 
Figure. 4.13 illustrates the simulation results. Let us assume that at 𝑡 = 0.5 s, MG-2 is 
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overloaded by 5%. As a result, the frequency has dropped below 49.8 Hz. BES-2 was 
supplying power of 0.1pu as decided by the MGCC, at the time of overloading. The 
drop in frequency level activates the BFC and it adjusts the active power reference for 
BSC to supply the required overload power to MG-2. Thus, the frequency returns to 
49.8 Hz. The situation continues until 𝑡 = 2.5s at which MG-1 becomes overloaded 
by 14%. At the time of overloading, BES-1 was delivering power of 0.05 pu to the 
MG. This activates the BFC’s associated controller. The SoC of BES-1 is less than 
70% at this time as can be seen from Figure. 4.13g, which sets the maximum power 
that is supplied by BSC, 𝑃BSC
max, as 0.15 pu. In this case, the value of 𝑃BSC
max is determined 
based on the BES’ SoC value unlike the previous case, where it was chosen based on 
the converter’s maximum rating. Due to heavy overloading, the output of the PI 
controller of the BFC will reach its maximum limit of 0.15 pu within a short period of 
time and freezes, as can be seen from Figure. 4.13d. As the overloading problem is not 
alleviated, the IFC of MG-1 will get activated at 𝑡 = 3.4 s. Hence, the mode of 
operation of the ICC of MG-1 changes from the dc-link voltage control to the constant 
PQ mode. This is a scenario where both microgrids are overloaded (MG-2 is lightly, 
and MG-1 is heavily overloaded). As the ICC of MG-1 is changed to constant PQ 
mode, the ICC of MG-2 must remain in the dc-link voltage control mode to regulate 
the voltage of the power exchange link. It is to be noted that, for a network where more 
than two microgrids are interconnected to share power, at least one microgrid is needed 
which is not heavily overloaded and can assign its ICC to regulate the dc-link voltage 
of the power exchange link. Once, the IFC of MG-1 is activated, it will produce the 
desired reference to start importing power from MG-2, as can be seen from Figure. 
4.13e. As such, the frequency of MG-1 retains back to 49.8 Hz and the overloading is 
alleviated. At 𝑡 = 5.5 s, the overloading in MG-2 is removed and it goes back to its 
normal operation mode. However, MG-2 keeps on supporting MG-1, as long as it 
remains overloaded. At 𝑡 = 7.5 s, the overloading in MG-1 is removed and it also 
moves back to its normal operation. The corresponding activation control signals for 
BFCs and IFC of both microgrids are shown in Figure. 4.13h. 
4.2.4.6 Case Study- 6 (Multiple MGs) 
This study case demonstrates the power-sharing amongst multiple microgrids to  
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Figure 4.14 Simulation results for Multiple microgrids in case study- 6. 
alleviate the overloading situation. Let us consider the network in Figure. 4.8f and 
assume a scenario in which three microgrids are coupled through the power exchange 
link. The results of this study are provided in Figure. 4.14. Let us assume that all of 
the three microgrids are operating in their nominal condition. BES-1, 2 and 3 are 
supplying respectively a power of 0.1, 0.05 and 0.1 pu to their respective microgrids, 
as can be seen from Figure. 4.14c. At 𝑡 = 0.3 s, MG-2 is overloaded by 22%, and as a 
result, the frequency drops below 49.8 Hz. This activates the controller of BFC-2 at 
𝑡 = 0.6 s. Based on the SoC level of BES-2, the maximum power that is supplied, 




𝑚𝑎𝑥, is evaluated as 0.15 pu. As soon as the output power of BSC-2 reaches 0.15 pu, 
the controller of BFC-2 freezes, as can be seen from Figure. 4.14c. As the frequency 
of MG-2 is still below 49.8 Hz, IFC-2 will get activated at 𝑡 = 1.2 s, and hence, the 
mode of operation of ICC-2 changes from the dc-link voltage control to constant PQ 
mode. At 𝑡 = 1.5 s, both MG-1and MG-3 start supplying power to MG-2 to alleviate 
the overloading situation with a power ratio of 𝑃𝑔1: 𝑃𝑔3 = 2: 1, as determined by their 
droop coefficients. It is expected that the power shared by MG-1 should be greater 
than MG-3 as the loading of MG-1 is less than MG-3 (See Figure. 4.14a). The total 
overload power demand for MG-2 is 0.1245 pu where the supplied power from MG-1 
and MG-3 are respectively 0.091 and 0.0458 pu, as can be seen from Figure. 4.14d. 
To obtain the desired power-sharing, the ratio of droop coefficients of MG-3 and MG-
1 is set as 𝑞𝑀𝐺−3: 𝑞𝑀𝐺−1 = 2: 1 based on the ratio of their droop coefficients. The 
excess power supplied by MG-1 and MG-3, in addition to the overload power of MG-
2, is to overcome the line and converter losses. At 𝑡 = 4 s, the overloading of MG-2 
is removed, and it goes back to its normal operation, and as such, both MG-1 and MG-
3 cease to supply power to it. The corresponding control activation signals for BFC-2 
and IFC-2 are shown in Figure. 4.14f. 
4.3 Comparison in performance of the three topologies 
Based on the time domain case studies, comparative performance analysis can be done 
for all of the three topologies. First, a comparison based on the output power and 
voltage quality can be done for topology- 1 and 2. It can be seen that both ac topologies 
can successfully alleviate the overloading or over-generation problems based on the 
developed control mechanism, however, the power quality is poorer in topology-2 as 
single-phase instantaneous power is oscillatory in nature. As a result, the dc-link 
voltage in the back-to-back converter contains a larger ripple in the case of topology-
2 as compared to topology- 1. Though the number of components and power lines 
require for the three-phase link are more, the power quality and performance are 
superior and produce significantly lower line loss and thus, makes the system more 
efficient. Hence, the three-phase power exchange link is superior in terms of power 
and voltage quality as compared to the single-phase link unless a very small amount 
of power is required to be exchanged within the CMG network through short 
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interconnecting lines. Moreover, single-phase VSC operating in PQ control mode 
requires a phase-shifting for dq transformation that somewhat restricts its operating 
frequency range as the phase shifting filter is operational in one particular frequency 
(e.g., 50Hz in this case). The employed angle droop control technique is also beneficial 
for this purpose as the frequency of operation remains fixed. However, if a frequency 
droop control is used instead of angle droop, the performance of the single-phase VSC 
will deteriorate in PQ control mode as the power exchange link does not operate at a 
fixed frequency value in this case. Three-phase VSCs of topology- 1 does not have 
this problem and can be functional in both angle and frequency droop.  
It has been already discussed in section 3.2.1.2 how the problem of synchronization 
can be overcome in ac interlinking topologies by employing angle droop instead of 
frequency droop. However, the dc interconnecting link in topology- 3, does not have 
this problem. This feature can be explained by referring to the time domain simulation 
results of the case studies of the three topologies. In the dc interconnecting link of 
topology-3, once a microgrid becomes an HMG from PMG, it can instantly join the 
other HMGs to support the PMGs within a CMG network, unlike topology-1 and 2. 
This can be observed from Figure 4.6 and 4.7. At, 𝑡 =  𝑡5 the microgrid’s overloading 
is over, it becomes an FMG from a PMG. Thus, after the preset delay of 0.6s at, 𝑡 =
 𝑡6 it becomes an HMG and instantly it joins the other HMG to support the PMG. 
Whereas, a similar scenario can be noticed at time 𝑡 =  𝑡6 in Figure 4.2 for topology-
1 and Figure 4.5 for topology-2, respectively. In both topologies, though microgrid-1 
becomes an HMG at this instant, it cannot get connected back to the other HMGs as 
long as there is an operational PMG in the CMG network. Therefore, the newly 
recovered HMG must wait until all the PMG(s) become HMG(s) and the exchange of 
power among the microgrids in the CMG network ceases completely as the 
synchronization with the interconnecting lines is not possible while the other 
microgrids are exchanging power. When there is no exchange of power, all the 
microgrids are at no load and the power exchange lines will operate at the same phase 
angle and voltage magnitude. Hence, at this situation, the mode of operation can be 
changed from constant PQ to angle droop control without causing any unwanted power 
surge or oscillation within the CMG. This can be seen from Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.5, 
at time instant 𝑡 =  𝑡8 when both the microgrids change their mode of operation from 
PQ to droop control simultaneously.  




This chapter has demonstrated the efficacy of the proposed control technique through 
time-domain simulation studies, in retaining the desired upper and lower frequency 
limits in autonomous microgrids coupled to a common power exchange link. Such 
frequency regulation is achieved through proper exchange of power via the 
interconnecting link where the interconnecting link can be made of three different 
topologies. Also, it shows a control mechanism to coordinate the power-sharing among 
the local BES and the neighbouring microgrids in several scenarios. The presented 
case studies in this chapter assume different scenario and critical operating conditions 
of the microgrids. The studies also demonstrate that the developed control mechanism 
can successfully and effectively alleviate all the overloading and overgeneration 
scenarios through proper MG’s frequency regulation and exchange of power without 
any communication among the microgrids. 
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Chapter 5 Stability Analysis 
This chapter presents the small signal stability analysis of the three proposed power 
exchange topologies to determine the stability of the system against different 
operational and network parameters. The study reveals the system stability limits and 
margins at different operating conditions and its findings help us in selecting the 
suitable network and design parameters for different topologies to avoid instability. 
5.1. Stability Analysis 
The stability of the power exchange strategy for all three CMG topologies is evaluated. 
The small signal stability analysis is performed by varying numerous key design 
parameters such as the active and reactive power droop coefficients, interconnecting 
line’s impedance, and PMG’s power demand. The eigenvalue plots obtained from the 
stability analysis are shown in Figure 5.1-5.11.  
Among all these parameters, the active power droop coefficient, 𝑚MG, (for topology-
1 and 2) exhibits the most dominating effect over the CMG stability and can drive the 
system towards instability; whereas the CMG’s dynamics and response are affected by 
the other parameters but have relatively less influence on the system’s stability. For 
topology-3, parametric variations affect the network dynamics, but it is not as 
dominant as it is in topology-1 and 2 and more importantly, do not lead the system to 
instability. 
5.1.1. Variation of Droop Coefficients 
The active power droop coefficient of 𝑚MG is changed in steps from its nominal value 
of 0.002rad/kW for both topology-1 and 2, while the reactive power droop coefficient 
of 𝑛MG is kept constant. The coefficient 𝑚MG and 𝑛MG are defined in Equation 3.12 
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Figure 5.1 CMG Stability analysis for topology-1: Eigenvalue trajectory for 
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Figure 5.2 CMG Stability analysis for topology-2: Eigenvalue trajectory for 
variation of droop coefficients 𝑚𝑀𝐺
1∅  
and 3.13, respectively. The critical value of 𝑚MG
3∅  for topology-1 is obtained as 𝑚3∅
crit =
0.08rad/kW which can be seen from Figure 5.1 whereas, the critical value of 𝑚MG
1∅  
for topology-2 is obtained as 𝑚1∅
crit = 0.125rad/kW that can be seen from Figure 5.2. 
Any further increase in the value of 𝑚MG in both topologies will make the CMG 
unstable. This is also verified by time-domain simulation in PSIM and the critical 
values are obtained as, 𝑚3∅
crit = 0.076rad/kW and 𝑚1∅
crit = 0.122rad/kW which are 
almost equal to the values obtained from MATLAB simulation. On the other hand, the 
variation of 𝑛MG for both topology-1 and 2, does not significantly affect the stability 
of the CMG as the reactive power flowing through the CMG link is very small, and  
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Figure 5.3 CMG Stability analysis for topology-1: Eigenvalue trajectory for 
variation of droop coefficients 𝑛𝑀𝐺
3∅ . 




















































































Figure 5.4 CMG Stability analysis for topology-2: Eigenvalue trajectory for 
variation of droop coefficients 𝑛𝑀𝐺
1∅ . 
hence the variation of 𝑛MG does not have a noticeable effect on the system stability, as 
seen from Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, respectively. The value of 𝑛MG was varied from 
its nominal value of 0.004rad/kVAR up to 0.4rad/kVAR (i.e.,100 times of its nominal 
value) to obtain the eigenvalue trajectory plots. 
At the nominal value of droop coefficients 𝑚MG
nom and 𝑛MG
nom, the response of topology-
2 is more oscillatory (less damping) compare to the topology-1 which can also be 
justified from the eigenvalue location for nominal values of droop coefficients as 
shown in Figure 5.1-5.4 and also from the frequency response plots of Figure 3.10 and 
Figure 3.18. However, topology-1 is more sensitive to variation of droop coefficients  
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Figure 5.5 CMG Stability analysis for topology-3: Eigenvalue trajectory for 
variation of droop coefficients 𝑚MG
dc  
and becomes unstable with a relatively smaller value (𝑚3∅
crit = 0.08rad/kW) as 
compared to topology-2 (𝑚1∅
crit = 0.125rad/kW). In other words, topology-2 has 
better tolerance to droop coefficient variations and a larger stability range even though 
the nominal response is more oscillatory compared to topology-1. If the CMG network 
requires to operate with a larger value of droop coefficients, topology-2 is more 
suitable than topology-1. For topology- 3, the eigenvalue trajectory plot is obtained by 
varying only the active power droop coefficient 𝑚MG as the exchange of reactive 
power is not possible in dc droop control and the associated dc power exchange link. 
The value of 𝑚MG
dc  is incremented from its nominal value of  1𝑉/kW up to 50𝑉/kW 
to obtain the eigenvalue trajectory plot as shown in Figure 5.5. It can be observed that, 
increasing the value of 𝑚MG
dc  does not make the CMG network unstable like topology-
1 and 2 and hence no critical value of 𝑚MG
dc  was obtained. However, the response of 
the dc power exchange link is affected by such variation of 𝑚MG. The response of the 
dc power exchange link becomes over-damped and sluggish as the value of 𝑚MG is 
increased. It can be seen from the eigenvalue plot of Figure 5.5 that, the dominant pole 
moves further towards the origin as 𝑚MG is increased and hence make the system 
response very slow and thus the dc power exchange links relatively longer time to 
settle to its steady-state value when power exchange occurs among the microgrids. A 
smaller value of 𝑚MG makes the dc-link respond faster. However, there is a limiting 
value of 𝑚MG that depends on the value of line resistance. To share the desired amount 
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of power among the microgrids according to their droop ratio, 𝑚MG should be large 
enough as compared to the line resistance, otherwise, the assumption based on which 
conventional dc droop method is developed does not remain valid, and hence the 
property of the desired power-sharing among the microgrids according to their droop 
coefficients is lost. This phenomenon is further discussed in section 6.1 of sensitivity 
analysis. 
5.1.2. Variation of PMG Power 
The dynamic response of the CMG is also affected by the amount of power absorbed 
(overload) from or injected (over-generation) to the CMG network through the PMG. 
To observe this effect, the PMG power was varied from 0.02pu to 0.15pu for all the 
three topologies and the corresponding eigenvalues are plotted. This is shown in Figure 
5.6-5.8. In all the three topologies, as the PMG power increases, the system damping 
increases and the response becomes slightly sluggish. In other words, the CMG 
network performs better when rated power is exchanged among the microgrids 
forming the CMG. In topology-1, the dominant eigenvalue moves towards the right as 
the PMG power increases and hence makes the system response sluggish; however, 
such variation of PMG power level does not lead the system to instability as can be 
seen from the eigenvalue plot of Figure 5.6. A similar scenario can be observed in 
topology-2 also, but the dominant eigenvalues in this topology are complex conjugate 
pair that moves towards left as the PMG power increases and thus the CMG stability 
remains unaffected as shown in Figure 5.7. Finally, in topology-3, the dominant 
eigenvalue moves towards the right with PMG power variation and the effect is similar 
to the effect as discussed for topology-1. The eigenvalue plot for topology-3 is shown 
in Figure 5.8.  
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Figure 5.6 CMG Stability analysis for topology-1: Eigenvalue trajectory for PMG 
Power variation 
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Figure 5.7 CMG Stability analysis for topology-2: Eigenvalue trajectory for PMG 
Power variation 
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Figure 5.8 CMG Stability analysis for topology-3: Eigenvalue trajectory for PMG 
Power variation 
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Figure 5.9 CMG Stability analysis for topology-1: Eigenvalue trajectory for line 
impedance variation.  
5.1.3. Variation of Line parameters 
The impedance of the line (i.e., line reactance to resistance ratio, termed as 𝑋 𝑅⁄ ) was 
varied for topology-1 and 2 whereas, the line resistance, 𝑅line is varied for the 
topology- 3, to see the effect on stability. It may be noted here that, as topology- 3 is a 
dc interconnection link, the power exchange  
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Figure 5.10 CMG Stability analysis for topology-2: Eigenvalue trajectory for line 
impedance variation.  
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Figure 5.11 CMG Stability analysis for topology-3: Eigenvalue trajectory for line 
resistance variation.  
lines are assumed to be purely resistive with zero inductance. In topology-1 and 2, the 
𝑋 𝑅⁄  ratio is varied from 0.5 to 10 (i.e., line inductance is increased from 0.16mH to 
3.2mH while the resistance of the line is held constant at 0.1Ω). The evaluated 
eigenvalues are shown in Figure 5.9-5.11. It can be observed that increase in 𝑋 𝑅⁄  ratio 
i.e., increase in line inductance, reduces the system damping and makes the system 
response oscillatory as the complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues moves towards the 
right (see Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10), whereas in topology-3, the system damping 
increases and makes the response very sluggish as the dominant eigenvalue moves 
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further towards the right with increasing value of line resistance (see Figure 5.11). 
Such increase in line resistance deteriorates the property of power-sharing based on 
the microgrid’s droop coefficient but, does not lead the system towards instability.  
5.2. Summary 
This chapter has presented the stability analysis of all of the three CMG topologies. 
The stability of all the CMG topologies was examined for different design and network 
parametric variations. It has been found that the stability of the CMG is affected by the 
active power droop coefficient in topology-1 and 2, and hence the critical value of the 
parameter is evaluated. On the other hand, the reactive power droop coefficient cannot 
affect the CMG stability and its effect is almost negligible. However, in topology-3, 
variation of dc droop coefficient does not make the system unstable; but, a large value 
of dc droop coefficient makes the system highly overdamped. The power injected or 
consumed by PMG also affects the CMG dynamics. A larger amount of PMG power 
offers more damping and makes the system response sluggish whereas, a smaller value 
of PMG power reduces the system damping and makes the response oscillatory as can 
be seen in all three topologies. Line resistance and reactance reasonably affect the 
CMG dynamics but not dominating enough to cause instability unless an extremely 
large value of reactance is used. Finally, based on all the stability results, it can be 
concluded that three-phase topology is more stable than single-phase topology but less 
tolerant and more sensitive to parameter variations. On the other hand, dc-link 
topology appears to be the most stable and robust among all the three topologies.  
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Chapter 6 Sensitivity Analysis 
This chapter presents the sensitivity analyses to demonstrate and validate the 
performance of the three proposed topologies in terms of several key design and 
operational factors. Sensitivity analysis reveals the system operation robustness 
against the variation of some network and design parameters. The findings of this 
chapter help us in selecting the suitable network parameters for a robust operation. In 
this study, sensitivity analysis reveals several key design factors that govern and affect 
the performance of the CMG.  
6.1. Sensitivity Analysis 
The sensitivity of the power exchange link and employed control strategy for all the 
three topologies against the design and operational parameters has been analysed. The 
objective is to determine how the variation of the interconnecting line impedance (i.e., 
the distance of the microgrids from each other) and the amount of power delivered or 
absorbed by a PMG affect the power exchange link’s performance. The line loss, the 
amount of power delivered/absorbed from HMGs to PMG, the LSC’s voltage and 
droop angle, the HMG’s frequency, dc-link voltage, and finally error in power-sharing 
based on their droop ratio are evaluated in the sensitivity analysis. The obtained results 
are shown in Figure 6.1-6.14.  
The study is carried out for all three CMG topologies for a scenario where two HMGs 
are supporting one PMG while sharing the power with a droop ratio of 2:1. The results 
show that the power-sharing among the HMGs based on their droop ratios is affected 
to some extent as the impedance of the interconnecting lines (i.e., the distance among 
the microgrids) is increased in the case of topology-1 and 2. The error in power-sharing 
stays within the limit due to the employed modified angle droop control technique 
using virtual inductance which minimizes the error margin. It can be noted here that, 
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conventional angle droop technique is highly sensitive to the magnitude of the line 
impedances and for the technique to be accurate and applicable, the line reactance 
should be several times larger than the resistance, which may not be always feasible 
for practical CMG networks. Moreover, a larger value of droop coefficients drives the 
system towards instability. To ensure adequate stability margins, droop coefficients 
are selected to be small enough, but the sharing of the desired power among the 
microgrids according to their droop coefficients will be lost. Hence, to ensure the 
desired power-sharing among the HMGs, the modified angle droop method is 
employed. One of the main objectives of the sensitivity analysis is to demonstrate the 
ability to share power among the HMGs operating under the modified angle droop 
while line impedances are varied, and the ratio of line resistance to reactance is larger 
than unity.  
However, in the case of topology- 3, such error in power-sharing is substantially larger 
as the conventional dc voltage-power droop control technique is employed. The 
conventional dc droop method is subjected to a mismatch in power-sharing and 
experiences an uneven drop in dc-link voltage across the interconnecting link [114, 
115]. Different values of resistances of the interconnecting lines (that is governed by 
the distance among the microgrids forming the CMG) cause this voltage drop and such 
voltage mismatch is responsible for the loss of the desired power-sharing according to 
their droop coefficient among the microgrids. This mismatch in the droop voltage and 
the resulting circulating current can be removed using the virtual resistance method 
proposed in [115].  
6.1.1. Line Parameter Variation 
The first analysis is conducted for topology-1 and 2 together to make a comparison 
between the sensitivity of the three-phase and single-phase ac interconnecting links for 
variations of the same parameter. The HMG’s shared power through the link, LSC’s 
droop angle and voltage, line loss, and error percentage in power-sharing as the 
impedance varies are shown in Figure 6.1a-6.1h. For both topologies, the sensitivity 
analysis was carried out considering a situation when one PMG is supported by two 
HMGs. The nominal line impedance used in the simulation of case studies is used as 
a reference and all parameters are normalised based on this value. The PMG power  
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Figure 6.1 Comparative CMG sensitivity analysis of topology-1 and 2 for line 
impedance variation. 





















































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.3 Effect of line impedance variation on CMG network for topology-2 
demand is assumed to be 5kW. Referring to Figure. 6.1a - 6.1h, it can be seen that the 
power delivered, and line loss increase as the line impedance is increased. To 
accommodate the excess power required due to the increase in line loss, the 
interconnecting line’s droop voltage and angle start to drop, according to their droop 
coefficients. Hence, the frequency of each microgrid also starts to drop as the power 
delivered by them increases due to increasing line loss. The variations in all parameters 
are within the acceptable limit though the variations are more prominent in topology-
2 as compared to topology-1. Figure. 6.1e to 6.1f show the line loss and the percentage 
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of error in power-sharing according to their droop ratio, as the line impedance 
increases. It can be observed from Figure. 6.1e to 6.1h that the line loss in the single-
phase link of topology-2 is higher as compared to the three-phase link of topology-1, 
whereas the error in power-sharing is larger in the three-phase link. The line loss in a 
three-phase link is less as the current is three times smaller than that of a single-phase 
link. On the other hand, a single-phase link exhibits better accuracy in power-sharing 
according to their droop coefficient among the microgrids. The Line loss and error 
percentage are also shown as a 3D plot with respect to HMG’s total power due to line 
impedance variation in Figure. 6.1g and 6.1h, respectively. 
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show the surface plot of line loss, droop angle, voltage and 
error percentage in power-sharing as the power delivered by two HMGs is varied due 
to an increase in the line impedance in topology-1 and topology-2, respectively. It can 
be observed that the droop angle plots of both HMG follow a similar pattern, whereas 
the droop voltage plots are not similar. As the impedance of the interconnecting lines 
is increased, the sharing of desired power, according to their droop coefficients, starts 
to deviate slightly and produces an error. The reason behind such behaviour is that, as 
the impedances of the lines become larger, the assumption of droop coefficients being 
greater than the line reactance does not remain valid any longer, and thus, the property 
of power-sharing, as the reciprocal of the droop coefficients, is lost. As can be seen 
from Figure 6.2d, the variation of impedance causes an error of –5 to +10% in 
topology-1 whereas, the error ranges from –8 to +4% in topology-2, as can be seen 
from Figure 6.3d. In both topologies, the error stays in an acceptable range because of 
the implemented modified angle droop, which is an effective way to ensure accurate 
power-sharing among the microgrids. 
The sensitivity analysis for topology-3 due to line resistance variation is shown in 
Figure 6.4. It can be observed from Figure 6.4a to 6.4d that the line loss and power 
delivered by each microgrid are increased as the line resistance (i.e., the distance of 
the microgrids from each other) increases, whereas to accommodate the excess power 
required due to line loss, the frequency and dc-link voltages start to drop according to 
their droop coefficients values. The nominal PMG power demand is assumed to be 
10kW. As the resistance of the interconnecting lines is increased, the property of 
power-sharing based on their droop coefficients starts to become erroneous. This is 
due to the fact that as the resistances of the lines become larger than droop coefficients 
values, the property of power-sharing as the reciprocal of the droop coefficients, is not  
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Figure 6.4 CMG sensitivity analysis of topology-3 for line resistance variation 
valid any longer. This can be seen in Figure 6.4e. The Line loss and percentage of error 
are also shown as a 3D plot with respect to total HMG power variation due to the 
increased line resistance, in Figure 6.4f and 6.4g, respectively. It can be observed from 
the above analysis that, the error in power-sharing based on the HMG’s droop 
coefficient, is noticeably larger in topology-3 as compared to topology-1 and 2.  
Figure 6.5 shows the surface plot for line loss, frequency, the dc-link voltage of each 
HMG, and the percentage of error in power-sharing as a function of power delivered 
by both HMGs due to the increase in line resistance.  The surface plots of frequency 
and dc-link voltage of individual HMG follow a similar pattern. From Figure 6.5, it 
can be observed that the power, frequency and dc-link voltage of microgrid-1 (with 
larger droop value, provides 33% of the total PMG power demand and line loss) drops  























































































































































Figure 6.5 Effect of line resistance variation on CMG network for topology-3.  
more abruptly where, for microgrid-2 (with a smaller droop value, provides 67% of 
the total PMG power demand and line loss) the parameters remain fairly constant. 
This scenario can also be observed from the surface plots. 
6.1.2. PMG Power Variation 
The second sensitivity analysis was performed by varying the power demand of the 
PMG in the CMG network. The parameters of CMG in both topology-1 and 2 are 
shown in Figure 6.6 as the power consumed by the PMG varies from 2 to 10kW. The 
delivered HMG power, line loss, the HMG’s droop angle, voltage, and percentage of 
error in power-sharing are plotted as a function of the PMG’s power demand. The plots 
are normalised based on a value of 6kW. It can be seen from Figure 6.6 that for both 
topologies, the power-sharing between the two HMGs remains constant irrespective 
of the PMG’s power demand. Hence, it can be observed in this analysis that, the error 
in power-sharing as per their droop coefficient is very negligible. In other words, the 
modified angle droop control-based power-sharing approach is insensitive to the 
PMG’s power variation. 
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Figure 6.6 Comparative CMG sensitivity analysis of topology-1 and 2 for PMG 
power variation 
Finally, the sensitivity analysis for topology-3 is conducted by varying the PMG’s 
power from 2 to 20kW. Figure 6.7a to 6.7f show the normalised line loss, HMG power, 
frequency, respective HMG’s dc-link voltages, actual line loss, and percentage of error 
in power-sharing as the PMG’s power demand are varied. The values are normalised 
based on the PMG power demand of 10kW.   
Figure 6.7f and Figure 6.7g show the 3D plot for line loss and error percentage in 
power-sharing as the PMG power demand and the total supplied power of the HMGs 
are varied. It can be seen from Figure 6.7a and Figure 6.7b that the sharing of power 
between the two HMGs remains fairly constant irrespective of the PMG’s power 
demand. Hence, the error in power-sharing according to their droop ratio is very 
negligible when the PMG’s power demand varies. Thus, the sharing of power amongst 
the HMGs is insensitive to the PMG’s power demand. 
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Figure 6.7 Sensitivity analysis of the CMG network in topology-3 with PMG power 
demand variation. 
6.1.3. Number of MG variation in CMG 
The third and final sensitivity analysis is conducted to determine the relative stability 
margin of all the three types of power exchange network by varying the number of  




















































Figure 6.8 Stability margin comparison of the power control loop for topology-1 












Stability Margins with Varying Number of MGs 
(Power Loop – Topology-2)


































Figure 6.9 Stability margin comparison of the power control loop for topology-2 
with varying number of MGs to form CMG. 



















































Figure 6.10 Stability margin comparison of the power control loop for topology-3 
with varying number of MGs to form CMG. 
interconnected microgrids to form the CMG. The two outer most control loops (i.e. 
power and frequency) of LSCs (all the three topologies) and the dc power exchange 
link (topology- 3) are examined in this analysis. The frequency responses of the power 
control loop (Figure 3.6) with varying numbers of microgrids in all the topologies are 
shown in Figure 6.8 – 6.10 whereas, responses of the frequency control loop (Figure 
3.13) are shown in Figure 6.11-6.13, respectively. It can be observed from this analysis 
that, the number of microgrids participating to form the CMG power exchange 
network affects the dynamic response of the overall system and thus its gain and phase 
margin. Even though the effect on gain and phase margin is not too significant but 
coupling a large number of microgrids to form the CMG may result in a poor dynamic 
response or in some cases may even make the network unstable. As can be seen from 
Figure 6.8, the closed-loop phase margin of the power control loop reduces as the 
number of microgrids in the CMG network is increased in the case of topology- 1. In 
topology- 2, the phase margin increases for 3 microgrids whereas, it deteriorates when 
4 microgrids are connected as can be seen from Figure 6.9. This implies that this 
topology can offer the optimum phase margin and performance for 3 microgrids.  































































Figure 6.11 Stability margin comparison of the frequency control loop for topology-























































Figure 6.12 Stability margin comparison of the frequency control loop for topology-
2 with varying number of MGs to form CMG. 






















































Figure 6.13 Stability margin comparison of the frequency control loop for topology-
3 with varying number of MGs to form CMG. 
However, the phase margin increases with the increasing number of microgrids in the 
case of topology- 3 as shown in Figure 6.10, but at the same time, it makes the system 
response slower. For the frequency loop, the phase margin does not reduce but the 
crossover frequency shifts towards the left for all the three topologies resulting in a 
slower dynamic response as can be seen from Figure 6.11-6.13. Topology- 2 is the 
least sensitive one as the crossover frequency remains almost fixed whereas, topology- 
1 is the most sensitive one in this case. Overall, this study reveals that, if a large number 
of microgrids are coupled together to form the CMG, the controllers need to be retuned 
and redesigned in order to achieve the necessary gain and phase margin of the system. 
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Figure 6.14 Stability margin comparison of the dc power exchange link for 
topology-3 with varying number of MGs to form CMG. 
Finally, it is important to examine the sensitivity of the dc power exchange link as the 
number of microgrids connected through the power exchange link is varied. It can be 
seen from Figure 6.14 that, as the number of microgrids is increased within the CMG, 
the stability margins of the overall interconnected dc power exchange link deteriorates. 
This is because the equivalent capacitance of the network is increased as more 
microgrids are added to the link. As a result, the response of the dc-link voltages 
exhibits larger overshoots and the settling time is increased. In other words, the 
response of the dc-link becomes slower with larger overshoots and prone to instability. 
This problem can be addressed by retuning or redesigning the dc-link voltage 
controller based on the new value of equivalent capacitance of the power exchange 
link which is determined by the number of microgrids connecting to it. However, such 
an issue is not encountered in the case of topology-1 and 2 as the back-to-back 
converter provides isolation between the lines and the dc-link capacitors. As a result, 
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varying the number of microgrids do not affect the equivalent dc-link capacitance in 
topology- 1 and 2.  
6.2. Summary 
This chapter has presented the sensitivity analysis of the three proposed CMG 
topologies against their different operational parameters. The sensitivity analysis of all 
the three topologies shows that the minimum power loss has occurred in the case of 
three-phase topology whereas, the dc topology is capable of exchanging the maximum 
power and the distance among the microgrids does not affect the exchanged power 
level. On the other hand, for three-phase and single-phase ac links, line impedance 
affects the level of power exchange. If the line impedance is very large (i.e., the 
distance among the microgrids is large) the CMG network will fail to exchange the 
desired amount of power or the amount of power that can be exchanged via the 
interconnecting link needs to be limited. Finally, the study shows the error in power-
sharing among the HMGs as the line impedance and PMG power demand varies. The 
error is minimum and also within the acceptable limit, in the ac topologies because of 
the implemented virtual impedance-based droop method, whereas the error is large 
and goes beyond the acceptable limit in the case of dc topology.  
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and recommendations 
This chapter summarises the important findings of this thesis. Based on different 
findings and observations, some recommendations are also made for future 
researchers. 
7.1. Conclusions 
A standalone microgrid is an effective approach to electrify remote and isolated 
communities. It can integrate various renewable-based distributed energy resources 
along with required energy storages and coordinate them to supply its demand. The 
uncertainties of load demand and the power generated by the renewable sources cause 
the overloading and over-generation situations in standalone remote area microgrids 
Such problems make it difficult to maintain the voltage and frequency within the 
desirable range and if not alleviated, it may even lead the whole system towards 
instability.  
This thesis reports the newly developed control techniques for power electronic 
converters used for interconnecting neighbouring autonomously operating microgrids 
to prevent unacceptable voltage and frequency deviation due to overloading and over-
generations. The thesis has analysed and discussed three different approaches to 
forming a system of interconnected microgrid networks that will facilitate power 
exchange through a power electronic converter-based interface only when one or more 
of those microgrids are experiencing either overloading due to lack of adequate power 
generation or over-generation from its renewable-based sources. The studied 
topologies provide the necessary isolation of the microgrids so that each microgrid can 
operate autonomously according to its own internal standards and control techniques 
while enabling power-sharing amongst them. The control mechanism of each structure 
is based on a decentralised local frequency monitoring and regulation technique for 
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the individual microgrids that eliminates the requirement for a centralised control or 
data communication infrastructure. Also, a suitable framework has been discussed that 
ensures adequate and proper power-sharing among the microgrids based on droop 
control mechanism when more than one microgrid will support overloaded or over-
generating microgrid(s). Thus, the approach reduces or prevents load-shedding or 
curtailment of renewable sources when microgrid experiences such overloading or 
excessive generation. The mechanism includes an approach to realise the desired 
power-sharing ratio among multiple HMGs and various control techniques to detect 
the microgrid’s status. At the same time, it also determines the required level of active 
power that needs to be exchanged to support the PMG which will operate in the 
constant PQ control mode. Such transitions between the various modes of operation of 
the microgrids are achieved based on measuring the local parameters only. The 
simulation-based case studies are carried out in PSIM® to validate the efficacy of the 
discussed approaches in addressing the problems of the unacceptable frequency 
deviation in the microgrids, following a power excess or shortfall. The studies 
demonstrate the success of the proposed technique under various loading conditions.  
The stability analysis has identified the system parameters that are responsible to affect 
the dynamics of the CMG network. The stability studies show that the stability of the 
CMG in topology- 1 and 2, is mostly affected by the active power droop coefficient, 
while the reactive power droop coefficient does not affect the CMG stability 
significantly. In topology- 3, a larger value of droop coefficient makes the system 
highly overdamped but does not drive the system towards instability. The power 
consumed and injected by a PMG also affects the system dynamics. A larger PMG 
power provides more damping and makes the system’s response relatively slower, 
whereas a smaller power exhibits smaller system damping and hence response 
becomes oscillatory. Such phenomena can be seen for all three topologies. The line 
impedance also affects the CMG dynamics for topology- 1 and 2, but the impact is not 
too strong to cause instability. However, a larger value of the X/R ratio reduces the 
system damping and hence makes the system response oscillatory. The variation of 
line resistance in the case of topology- 3 makes the system overdamped and very 
sluggish but does not drives the system towards instability.   
Finally, the performed sensitivity analysis of the CMG topologies demonstrates an 
acceptable variation of the different system parameters and quantities with respect to 
the variation of design and operational factors. Based on the study results, it can be 
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concluded that the proposed technique offers a considerably robust performance 
against variations of those parameters. Between topology-1 and 2, the variations are 
more prominent in topology- 2, whereas smaller variations are observed in the case of 
topology- 1. Both topology-1 and 2 equally performed in terms of power-sharing 
whereas the line losses are 3-4 times higher in the case of topology- 2. On the other 
hand, topology- 3 is robust in terms of PMG power variation but very sensitive for the 
variation of line resistance. It was observed that, as the line resistance is increased in 
topology- 3, the property of power-sharing based on desired droop coefficient starts to 
exhibit errors. The final sensitivity study was performed to observe the effect of 
varying the number of microgrids to form the CMG and it was found that the stability 
margins remain within the acceptable limit for all three topologies.  
7.2. Recommendations 
Based on the findings of this research, the following topics can be recommended as 
protentional future research avenues: 
• This thesis has fully focused on the technical aspects of the proposal and was not 
aiming at a techno-economic study. A future research can be on evaluating the 
economic and cost-benefit analysis of all introduced three topologies to select 
the most cost optimum topology for a given network. 
• The methods in this thesis were based on a decentralised approach. Developing 
a control mechanism for CMGs assuming the presence of a distributed or semi-






The network and controller parameters used in the simulation studies are given in 
Table A.1. 
Table A.1 Technical data of network under consideration  
Network 𝑉rated = 415V, 𝑓nom = 50Hz, 𝑓min = 49.5Hz, 𝑓max = 50.2Hz,
𝑃max = 100kW, 𝑉dc = 1.5kV,  𝑍MG = 0.1 + 𝑗0.5Ω,  
𝑍line = 0.1 + 𝑗0.08Ω 
DER droop 𝑚 = 0.01Hz/kW, 𝑛 = 0.1V/kVAR 
Angle droop 𝑚d = 0.002 rad/kW, 𝑛d = 0.004V/kVAR 
DC Droop Parameters 𝑚MG−1 = 2.5V/kW, 𝑚MG−2 = 5V/kW, 𝑚MG−3 = 5V/kW 
VSC and filters 𝑅f = 0.1Ω, 𝐿f = 2mH, 𝑅g(MSC) = 0.04Ω, 𝐿𝑔(MSC) = 1.36mH, 
𝑅g(LSC) = 0.12Ω, 𝐿𝑔(LSC) = 10mH, 𝐶f = 25μF, 𝐶dc = 4700μF 
Linear quadratic regulator gains 𝑘1 = 58.63, 𝑘2 = 97.18, 𝑘3 = 1.2, 𝜔𝑐 = 6283.2 rad/s 
PI - PQ controller (MSC) Proportional Gain, 𝐾c = 0.628, Time Constant,  
𝑇c = 0.034 s, 𝑓BW = 73.5Hz 
PI - PQ controller (LSC) Proportional Gain, 𝐾c = 0.628, Time Constant,  
 𝑇c = 0.0834 s, 𝑓BW = 10Hz 
Frequency controller 𝐾OL = 15k, 𝑇OL = 0.025 s, 𝜔OL = 314 rad/s, 𝐾OG = 20k, 𝑇OG =
0.05 s, 𝜔OG = 37.7 krad/s. 𝐾PLL = 5, 𝑇PLL = 0.02 s 
Dc-link voltage controller 𝐾dc = 222, 𝜔z = 2.2rad/s, 𝜔p = 1000rad/s, 𝜏dc = 392.2ms, 
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